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Abstract 

Addition of metallic precursors to flames draws interest due to their potential ability to 

catalyze hydrocarbon combustion by means of supplemental gas phase and surface reactions. A 

counterflow flame burner is utilized to spatially characterize and analyze the emissions from iron 

pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5) borne methane and ethanol combustion. Samples of the flue gases are 

obtained from these laminar and planar flames and are quantified using gas chromatography 

(GC) and Fourier-transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy, while solid particles are examined 

through x-ray diffraction (XRD). Measurements from ethanol and methane flames are compared 

and analyzed, in order to investigate the role of iron species derived from iron pentacarbonyl.  

Experimental data demonstrate a significant influence of the additive on combustion 

emissions, such as NO and soot precursors, in both flames. The addition of iron pentacarbonyl is 

found to be more effective in restricting soot precursors in methane flames (upto 90%) as 

compared to ethanol flames (90% in C2H2 while 10% in C2H6).  The decline in NO is about 

20%-30% under both the cases. An enhanced production of acetaldehyde in the ethanol flame is 

believed to result in changes of the emission profiles. 

 This is followed by the numerical analysis of the previous experiments to determine the 

concentration, distribution and reaction rates of iron species, not measured in the experiments. 

The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model comprises of i) the burner geometry with a  

suitable mesh size; ii) governing equations addressing the conservation of mass, momentum , 

energy, species and; iii) reaction mechanisms governing the methane combustion (GRI 3.0), iron 

pentacarbonyl decomposition, iron clustering and iron oxides and hydroxide formation. The 

model is verified through literature data and compared against the experimental results. 

Sensitivity analysis is carried out to understand the influence of input parameters, such as the 

iron pentacarbonyl concentration and the fuel fraction on flame profile. The simulation results 

demonstrate a proportional decline in most C2 and NO species with increasing precursor 

concentration. The emission decline is found to demonstrate an initial increase with increasing 

fuel fraction, but is reversed beyond a certain value. 
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  As the heterogeneous catalysis processes, occurring on the surface of in-flame synthesized 

particles, also contribute to emission reduction, the particle evolution process, which governs the 

particle size and consequently the available specific surface area for catalysis, needs further 

exploration. Using counterflow burner configuration effectively simplifies the complex 

underlying physics behind the particle evolution process and provides ease of sampling. The last 

component of this thesis analyzes the particle evolution processes in a counterflow iron 

pentacarbonyl assisted methane diffusion flame. This is achieved by developing the experimental 

methodology for particle sampling and by analyzing the particle sampling results, with and 

without the iron precursor. Particles are sampled from various axial and radial locations of the 

flame by means of an orifice and are analyzed for the geometric mean particle diameter, mean 

particle concentration and the particle size distribution using a GRIMM Scanning Mobility 

Particle Scanner (SMPS). Different sampling orifice diameters are utilized in order to explore 

any particle loss during the sampling process. The results highlight various regimes of particle 

evolution: inception, surface growth and agglomeration to be dominant at various locations 

within the flame. The addition of iron precursor is found to result in an enhanced particle 

concentration but effectively reduces the mean particle size indicating enhanced presence of 

smaller particles.  
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Chapter 1 

 

 

_____________________________________________ 

Introduction 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

1.1 Problem Statement  

  Addressing air pollutant emissions has always been an integral component of the 

regulations governing the development of automobiles and power plants. These emissions 

include unburnt particles of carbon known as soot as well as Nitric Oxide (NO). Soot is 

known to extend its detrimental impact on human health by aggravating pulmonary and 

cardiac problems [1], as well as has a significant global warming potential [2] , while NO has 

been responsible for the depletion of the ozone layer [3] and plays a major role in the 

formation of photochemical smog and acid rain [4]. Emission regulations have consistently 

demonstrated a trend towards increasing stringency, which is expected to continue in the near 

future. Oil and natural gas are currently the primary sources of energy contributing to around 

60% of the global energy consumption while renewable sources, nuclear and hydro together 

contribute less than 18% to the total consumption [5]. These renewable sources also include 

biofuels which are produced by biological sources through the process of carbon fixation like 

bio-ethanol. Thus, the hydrocarbons (both conventional and liquid biofuels) would continue 

to dominate the primary energy mix in the near future and consequently greater efforts 

directed towards restricting carbon intensity as well as emissions of hydrocarbons are 

required. Since cheap and consistent options on the supply side remain limited, it is the 
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demand side that needs to be effectively managed so as to curtail emissions as well as the 

energy requirements. Industrial, residential and transportation sector remain highly energy 

intensive and lead to the generation of significant quantities of unwanted by-products. 

Consequently, these sectors remain the key foci of all efforts towards developing more 

energy efficient technologies and treatment techniques of the emission products. 

  Catalysis process forms the bedrock of the global chemical industry by being incorporated 

within more than 75% of the chemical processes [6]. It greatly reduces the energy 

requirement for the initiation of many chemical processes while also enhancing selectivity 

towards the main product. Heterogeneous catalysis, in which the catalyst exists (generally 

solid) in a different phase than the reactants and products [6], is commonly utilized for after-

treatment of the exhaust at the post-combustion stage. This treatment of flue gases, which is 

mainly manifested in the form of catalytic convertors, diesel particulate filters etc., makes the 

process cost inhibitive as these devices are required to be coated with expensive catalytic 

material. Moreover, the synthesis of catalysts itself involves energy consumption. A highly 

energy-intensive catalyst synthesis process might offset the advantage of energy savings due 

to catalysts. Hence, the focus is directed towards developing catalysts in an energy efficient 

and easy-to-scale technique capable of achieving results on par with the conventional 

processes.  

  Using metallic precursor as fuel additive provides a unique opportunity to leverage the low-

cost, energy efficient aerosol flame synthesis process [7] to achieve cleaner combustion as a 

result of reduced emissions over flame produced catalyst particles. A key drawback in the 

use of this method is the increase in the metal concentration in the exhaust, which constitutes 

a health hazard and induces a constraint in the form of requirement of some kind of filter for 

this method, although it can be used without any filter as well at the cost of environment. 

Using a diesel particulate filter addresses this concern, since it captures the metal/metal oxide 

coated soot particles while the metallic nanoparticles assists in its regeneration as it enhances 

soot oxidation by reducing the activation energy and decreasing ignition temperatures [8].  
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      Iron compounds, as fuel additives, are of particular interest due to their ability to retain 

multiple oxidation states, while being principally non-toxic and abundantly available, thus 

having an advantage over other metals as potential catalyst material [9]. This has led to iron 

being used as a dopant along with cerium and platinum in diesel fuel [10] in various off and 

on-road applications in places around the world except in United States where on-road use is 

restricted [11].  Iron nanoparticles are characterized by their high affinity towards oxygen 

and are known to be pyrophoric due to their high surface area and high surface energies [12]. 

This qualifies them to be a good catalyst, albeit an unstable one in the presence of oxygen. 

Iron nanoparticles, in the presence of an oxidizing environment, form iron oxides, which are 

not harmful to the environment (present as rust). Various approaches exist for the 

introduction of iron catalyst to the flame. Generally, they involve the injection of vaporized 

or liquid iron compounds (precursors) into the flame. The description of one of them is given 

in the next section.  

1.1.1 Aerosol flame synthesis 

  Aerosol flame synthesis presents itself as a cheap and effective catalyst synthesis method, 

that is easy to be scaled up [7]. This involves the injection of the precursors into a flame 

where the precursor decomposes to develop the catalyst particles. This process differs from 

the existing wet-methods like impregnation, sol-gel, precipitation etc. due to a much 

simplified synthesis process without the requirement for any subsequent treatment like 

separation and drying of the formed catalyst and any subsequent heat treatment [13].  

Literature also reports the catalyst precursors to be undergoing high temperatures followed 

by a significant cooling gradient to form the catalyst particles. This results in the particles 

exhibiting lower degree of porosity, higher external surface areas and may also result in the 

evolution of catalyst in unique phases, whose formation under conventional processes is 

much more arduous to achieve [14] [15]. Depending upon the state of the injected precursor, 

aerosol flame synthesis is further classified into vapor-fed and liquid-fed aerosol flame 

synthesis, respectively. Another key distinguishing criterion among the derivatives of liquid-
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fed aerosol flame synthesis is the source of energy for combustion [16]. While this energy is 

sourced through the combustion of an inflammable precursor in the flame spray pyrolysis 

process, the flame-assisted spray pyrolysis process utilizes the energy released from the 

combustion of a separately injected fuel [16].   

1.2 Need for the present study 

  The synthesis of such catalysts results in significant reduction in the energy requirement 

especially when combustible precursors are used or when the catalyst synthesis is a 

supplementary part of another chemical process involving the use of fuels to generate energy. 

This renders this technique all the more suited to be used in power plants, furnaces etc. that 

mainly rely on combustion process for power generation and also need catalysts in order to 

curtail emissions. Thus, there is significant motivation for the development of cheap and 

novel catalysts that can successfully bring about simultaneous reduction in soot and NOx as 

they are synthesized in-flame from iron additive doped fuel. Although much efforts have 

been directed towards the development of a variety of catalysts through the flame synthesis 

process as can be seen in the literature review section, most of the research on flame 

synthesis has focused either on studying the particle synthesis process from metal based 

precursor, or on assessing the emission reduction potency of the as-developed particles in the 

post-combustion zone. The collection and treatment of the synthesized particle sample, as 

done in post-combustion analysis, might lead to the agglomeration of the catalysts and 

reduction of their available catalytic sites, thus leading to an overall decline in activity. 

Analyzing the potential of such flame-produced particles in only post-combustion emission 

reduction perspective also undermines the influence of gas phase metallic species on the 

emission reduction process. Consequently, while the kinetics of iron precursor decomposition 

in flames and its flame inhibiting characteristics have been documented for premixed H2/O2 

flames, a comprehensive understanding of their interdependency on fuel combustion kinetics 

along with the impact on emissions is lacking in the case of hydrocarbon fuels based 

diffusion flames.   
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  Thus, considering the logistical challenges and cost of post-combustion emission treatment 

equipment, analyzing the implications of vapor phase iron precursor injection on 

hydrocarbon combustion in terms of achieving in-flame emission reduction process is worth 

investigating and is, therefore, the objective of the present work. 

1.3 Research objectives 

  The injection of iron precursors in flames could result in significant reduction in the 

emissions as well as resource requirement, especially when the catalyst synthesis is a 

supplementary part of another chemical process involving the use of fuels. In order to 

achieve that, fundamental study is required to better assess the performance of iron precursor 

on emission reduction and the underlying physics. This fundamental study forms the primary 

objective of this doctoral thesis. This fundamental study is classified into various research 

projects. The specific goals of the project are as follows. 

1. Investigation of the effect of iron precursor, in terms of emission reduction and 

underlying physics, on natural gas and ethanol emissions. This goal is achieved through 

the following approaches.
1
 

i) Development of suitable experimental infrastructure and methodology.  

ii) Mapping the concentration of reactants and key emission species to   

understand the underlying mechanisms and processes 

2. Numerical analysis of iron pentacarbonyl loaded methane counterflow diffusion flame to 

identify key iron species, their reactions and associated kinetics with special focus on 

their contribution to emission reduction. This objective is attained through the following 

approaches.
2
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 This objective is achieved, as presented in Chapter 3. 

2
 This objective is achieved, as presented in Chapter 4. 
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i) Development of a computational fluid dynamic model of the burner 

system incorporating all the underlying physics followed by its validation 

with experimental and literature results.  

ii) Analyzing the impact of precursor concentration and fuel fraction on the 

emissions, iron species and key iron reaction kinetics. 

3. Probe sampling and analysis of particle size and concentration under an iron 

pentacarbonyl precursor assisted methane counterflow diffusion flame. This is achieved 

through the following approach.
3
 

i) Development of experimental methodology for probe sampling from a 

counterflow methane flame ensuring minimal disturbance in the flow 

field. 

ii) Investigation of particle evolution process through analysis of particle 

size, number concentration and size distribution.  

iii) Verification of the results from the mobility analyzer and elemental 

analysis of iron through SEM Imaging/EDAX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

3
 This objective is achieved, as presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________    

Literature Review 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

  In this chapter, various reaction mechanisms involving the combustion of fuels are 

presented followed by the mechanisms responsible for NOx and soot formation. 

Subsequently, previous findings related to the in-flame synthesis of iron and iron oxides and 

their catalytic potential to reduce emissions are discussed. It is followed by the analysis of 

previous attempts to utilize numerical techniques to model iron precursor assisted fuel 

combustion. The contribution of previous researchers in developing various aspects of the 

comprehensive gas phase iron pentacarbonyl decomposition and iron reaction mechanism is 

highlighted. In terms of experimental setup and methodology, the use of counterflow burner 

is justified in terms of its flexibility to impose temperature and concentration boundary 

conditions as well as due to its ability to simplify the underlying physics for better 

understanding. Existing literature focusing on particle sampling techniques from flames and 

subsequent analysis methodologies are explored to identify the most suited techniques for 

sampling flame synthesized particles and analyzing them. Lastly, the objectives of the 

present work are listed after identifying gaps in literature. 
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2.1 Fuel combustion chemistry 

  Since pollutant emissions are directly the outcome of fuel combustion chemistry, it is 

imperative to understand the underlying chemistry so as to be able to initiate measures for 

curtailing emissions. Methane remains the primary fuel of interest on account of its 

combustion being relatively cleaner than that of other  fossil fuels, widespread use in gas 

turbines and automobiles and relatively less complex and well-studied mechanism. Though 

not the main objective of this thesis, limited analysis is also performed on using precursor 

laden ethanol combustion, since it is the most widely used biofuel and it remains more 

feasible over butanol on account of its larger lower heating value (LHV)/unit mass of input 

feed when produced from corn or switch grass using Acetone-Butanol-Ethanol fermentation 

[17].    

2.1.1 Methane combustion chemistry 

  Due to its unique tetrahedral structure with large bond energies, methane combustion 

characteristics comprise of high ignition temperature, low flame speed and inertness with 

respect to photochemical smog [18]. As a result of the widespread use of natural gas, whose 

primary component is methane, a number of studies have been carried out analyzing methane 

combustion in gas turbines as well as in IC engines. The complete combustion of methane 

should result in the formation of CO2 and water with the adiabatic temperature being 2226 K. 

However, the presence of many alternate pathways, sensitive to temperature, pressure and 

reactant concentrations, can lead to the formation of a number of products, some of which are 

the pollutant species. Puri et al. [19] and Khanna et al. [20] investigated CO and NOx 

emissions from a counterflow and a premixed burner, respectively. The result demonstrated 

the presence of NOx and CO to be around 30 ppm and 125 ppm, respectively, and a strong 

dependence on the equivalence ratio in case of premixed flame. Two key reaction pathways 

have been proposed for methane combustion depending on the temperature [18] [21] [22]. 

Figure 2.1 highlights the key reaction pathways under high temperature along with additional 

pathways which are activated under low temperature conditions [18].  
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1) High temperature reaction pathway (2200 K) 

  The main reaction pathway, shown in Figure 2.1, is initiated by O, OH and H radicals 

reacting with CH4 to produce methyl radical (CH3), which reacts with O to form 

formaldehyde (CH2O). This formaldehyde also reacts with radicals to form formyl radical 

(HCO) which is further acted upon by the radicals to produce CO and ultimately CO2 due to 

oxidation by OH. Apart from the direct pathway of methyl radical (CH3) forming 

formaldehyde, two other pathways also lead to the formation of CH2O. While one leads 

through the development of CH2* to CH2 and CH to form formaldehyde (CH2O), the other 

less prominent pathway leads to the conversion of CH3 to CH2OH, which is ultimately 

converted to CH2O. It is observed that most of the reactions in the high temperature regime 

are not reversible. 

2) Low temperature reaction pathway 

  Temperatures less than 1500 K lead to additional reaction pathways, which were initially 

dormant at higher temperatures, getting activated. These pathways are highlighted in red 

color in Figure 2.1. Thus apart from most of the reaction pathways in the high temperature 

regime, some new pathways are added. They include the recombination of CH3 back to CH4; 

a new pathway converting CH3 to methanol which ultimately gives CH2O and formation of 

ethane (C2H6) due to recombination of methyl radicals. Some part of this C2H6 gets converted 

to CO and CH2 through C2H4 and C2H2. 

2.1.1.1 GRI 3.0 mechanism 

  Since the flame structure, which itself depends on many operating parameters, governs the 

temperature distribution within the flame, hence adopting the low or high temperature model 

could introduce significant error. Therefore, a unified approach towards the methane 

combustion mechanism is required that covers the complete operating range for the 

temperature. This is achieved through the GRI 3.0 mechanism that is optimized for the 

combustion of methane in the temperature range of 1000K to 2500 K ,with pressure ranging 
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from 10 torr to 10 atm and equivalence ratios varying from 0.1 to 5 for premixed systems 

[23] [24]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.2 Ethanol combustion chemistry 

  The ethanol combustion mechanism, used in the present study, is an aggregation of 

mechanisms governing the combustion of hydrogen [25], carbon monoxide [25], ethane [26], 

ethylene [27], acetylene [28], propane [29], propene [29], propyne [29], allene [29], methanol 

[30] and methane [31] , which are linked to ethanol by incorporating the steps provided in the 

works of Li et al. [32] and has been used in the study of counterflow ethanol flame by Saxena 

et al. [33]. The mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2. This reaction mechanism consists of 55 

              

                   Figure 2.1: Methane-air combustion pathway in a well stirred reactor under high-                

                   temperature (2200 K) with additional pathways which get activated when   

                   combustion is at lower temperature (1345 K) 
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reactions involving ethanol, acetaldehyde and their isomers. More than 20% of the fuel 

decomposition is achieved through the direct decomposition of the fuel to C2H4 in partial 

premixed flames while more than 50% is achieved in the case of diffusion flames. Apart 

from fuel decomposition, ethylene is also produced by the decomposition of some of the 

hydroxyl ethyl radicals formed from ethanol through H-abstraction. The other hydroxyl ethyl 

radicals produce significant amount of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), which generates significant 

quantity of CH3 radicals. Ethoxy radicals also contribute to the formation of CH3 as well as 

that of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO). Both methane and ethane are produced as a result of these 

CH3 radicals. The species and values on the arrows represent the agents causing the change. 

The fate of some minor species is not depicted as they were produced in insignificant 

quantities and did not contribute much to the mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

Figure 2.2: Ethanol combustion mechanism [33] 
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2.2 Pollutant species formation in combustion process 

  Soot and NOx have been globally recognized among the key polluting species [34]. The 

conditions leading to the formation of either of them would, intuitively, seem to inhibit the 

inception of another. While soot is the unburnt carbon which could be an outcome of 

insufficient oxidizer or insufficient heat release during the combustion process, NOx is 

primarily generated due to decomposition of N2 at high flame temperature. However, the 

non-uniformity of combustion in the chamber may lead to localized areas having both the 

extremities leading to the evolution of both.  

2.2.1 NOx formation during combustion process   

  In nitrogen-free fuels, the NO inception is realized by the following three mechanisms 

utilizing the N2 present in the air [18] [35] [36] [37]:  

1) Zeldovich or thermal mechanism:              

  This mechanism is the most prominent source of NO at high temperature across a wide 

range of equivalence ratios. It chiefly comprises of three chain reactions (1)-(3) [18]: 

                                                   O+N2  NO+N   (1) 

                                                   N+O2 NO+O   (2) 

                                                  N+OH  NO+H   (3) 

  Due to the consumption as well as the production of species like O2, O and OH, this 

mechanism gets linked to the fuel combustion chemistry in which these species also play an 

important role.  Under the circumstances of full fuel combustion being achieved before the 

onset of NO inception can take place, the estimation of rate of NO formation becomes 

simplified and is only dependent on the equilibrium concentrations of N2, OH, O and O2 , 

although the actual NO rates could be much higher due to the super-equilibrium 

concentrations of O atom. Reaction (1) requires much higher activation energy compared to 

reactions (2) and (3) and consequently could only be initiated at temperatures higher than 
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1800 K. As a result, the chief contribution of this mechanism in terms of NO formation is 

mainly among the post-combustion flue gases due to its time scale being significantly higher 

than the fuel combustion mechanism. 

2) N2O-intermediate mechanism 

This mechanism gains prominence especially under the fuel-lean regime (φ<0.8) like gas 

turbines and is, thus, actively being researched into. It consists of the following reactions (4)-

(6) [18]: 

                                                    O+N2+M N2O+M  (4) 

                                                     H+N2O  NO+NH  (5) 

                                                      O+N2ONO+NO  (6) 

3) Fenimore mechanism (prompt NOx) 

Fenimore et al. [38] observed the evolution of NO in premixed laminar flame at 

temperatures much insignificant for the production of NO through the thermal mechanism. 

They emphasized the close interaction between the fuel combustion chemistry and the 

nitrogen for this. The hydrocarbon radicals produced during fuel combustion react with 

nitrogen to form cyano compounds and amines which ultimately form NO through 

intermediate products.  The mechanism is as follows (7)-(12) [18]: 

                                                   CH+N2HCN+N  (7) 

                                                     C+N2CN+N   (8) 

For equivalence ratios less than 1.2, the reactions follow the following sequence 

                                                  HCN+ONCO+H  (9) 

                                                   NCO+HNH+CO  (10)        

                                                      NH+HN+H2   (11) 

                                                      N+OHNO+H   (12) 
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  While at equivalence ratio greater than 1.2, NO production is hampered due to the 

conversion of NO to HCN [39]. In premixed combustion systems, it has been established that 

at higher equivalence ratios (fuel-rich mixtures), this mechanism dominates and produces as 

much as 95% of the total NO at the equivalence ratio of 1.32 [40].  

2.2.2 Soot formation during combustion process 

  Soot comprises of carbon particles generated as a result of the incomplete combustion of a 

hydrocarbon fuel. Soot inception with polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) species as the 

precursor has been the most widely accepted synthesis mechanism as compared with some 

other research works, which point to the presence of resonantly stabilized free radical species 

like propargyl, benzyl, cyclopentadienyl being an important factor in aromatic formation  

[41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46].  The mechanism, shown in Figure 2.3, can be described as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 2.3: Hydrogen –Abstraction-Carbon-Addition (HACA) soot formation mechanism [44] 
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i) The decomposition of the hydrocarbon fuel molecules into smaller molecules as 

well as into radicals like CH, C2H2, C2H3 through various pathways at different 

temperatures. 

ii) The produced C2H2 reacts with the smaller molecules or hydrocarbon radicals like 

vinylacetylene radical (C4H3) to form aromatic compounds, like benzene and 

phenyl radical C6H5, especially at higher temperature. Two alternate reaction 

pathways ‘A’ and ‘B’ as shown in Figure 2.3 are also proposed for the reaction of 

C2H2 to 1,3 butadienyl radical (C4H3) and vinylacetylene (C4H4) respectively.  

Methyl acetylene and allene undergo pyrolysis to form the ring structure of C6H5 

through another pathway ‘C’ also depicted in the Figure 2.3.  This particular step 

of aliphatic molecules to form the ring structure is considered as the rate 

determining step.  

iii) C2H2 undergoes polymerization to form cyclic and aromatic species which 

undergo further polymerization and transforms into PAH through the addition of 

C2H2 and the abstraction of H. The other non-HACA mechanisms attribute the 

formation of first aromatic species to the reaction among resonantly stable aryl 

species. Beyond a critical size of these PAHs, the inception of first soot particles, 

having sizes around 1.5 nm, occurs [47] [48].  

iv) These incipient smaller soot particles collide with each other and undergo 

structural transformation that depends on factors like primary particle size, 

temperature, residence time etc. [49]. The nascent soot particle behaves like a 

liquid droplet and merges together to form bigger particles. Mature soot particles, 

with a much smaller restructuring period, also lead to the formation of fractal 

aggregate-like structure [50] [51].  

v) The surfaces of nascent soot particles have large concentration of hydrogenated 

sites. Soot growth is achieved by Hydrogen-Abstraction-Carbon-Addition 

(HACA) mechanism involving abstraction of H-atom from soot surface to form 

an aryl radical site, on which the gas phase C2H2 adds itself resulting in soot 
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diameter growth [47] [52]. This surface growth results in an increase in particle 

size while not impacting the particle concentration.  

vi) Some amount of this soot is also oxidized by the oxygen and OH while the 

remaining is emitted as particulate matter. 

2.3 Emission reduction 

  Emission reduction through the post-combustion catalytic treatment of product gases as 

well as the catalytic combustion of the fuel to reduce the formation of pollutant species in 

flame are the most prevalent approaches utilized to achieve clean combustion. Since the 

inception requirements of NOx and soot differ drastically in terms of the operating 

parameters, any catalyst specifically designed to arrest emissions of either of the two might 

fare poorly in checking the other. Sufficient literature is available related to the development 

and functioning of such catalysts. Addition of metal precursors which leads to formation of 

metal or metal oxide particles in flames is found to result in enhanced combustion, lesser PM 

and unburnt carbons resulting in higher calorific values [53] [54] [55]. 

2.3.1 Emission reduction in methane and ethanol combustion 

  Marinov [56] compared PAH formation in premixed methane flame with that of ethane and 

propane.  The results demonstrated that propane generated the most PAH and benzene levels 

while ethane forms the least. Methane flame also formed the least C2H2 and soot, as 

compared to the other fuels.  Smyth et al. [57] utilized a co-flow methane diffusion flame to 

study soot formation and found consistency among the peak location of C2H2 and C6H6 with 

early soot particles, which corroborated the fact that C2H2 and C6H6 species are precursors 

for soot. Hahn et al. [58] analyzed methane combustion in a counterflow diffusion flame 

configuration, both experimentally and numerically, and verified the kinetic mechanism for 

NOx through experimental results. Blevins et al. [59] simulated a partially premixed methane 

counterflow flame with low strain rates using GRI 2.11 mechanism. The results demonstrated 

strong correlation between CHi species, NO evolution and the equivalence ratio. Beltrame et 

al. [60] and Dupont et al. [61] also explored soot and NO formation in a CH4/O2 enriched 
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counterflow diffusion flame, both numerically using GRI 2.1 and experimentally. Trends of 

C2H2, C2H4, C2H6 species were used to validate the numerical model for soot prediction. 

Studying the NO evolution in the flame underlined the importance of thermal and prompt 

mechanism.   

  Ethanol, along with cetane improvers, is expected to reduce particulate emissions in diesel 

engines [62]. The results of past studies with ethanol have been quite mixed. Ethanol-diesel 

blends with 10%-15% ethanol have been reported to reduce particulate emissions by 20%-

41% [63], although NOx and aldehyde emissions showed an increase [64] [65]. Hansdah et 

al. [66] injected bioethanol in the form of fumes in a direct injection diesel engine, which 

resulted in a decline in the NO and smoke emissions as compared to pure diesel fuel at full 

load conditions.  Jamuwa et al. [67] analyzed the use of pure ethanol in a compression 

ignition engine, which resulted in a significant reduction in NOx and CO2 emissions but an 

increase in CO and particulate emissions. No previous analysis of the impact of iron 

precursor on ethanol emissions has been carried out to the best of our knowledge, although 

previous efforts have been carried out in exploring the impact of ceria additive in the 

oxidation of ethanol, which was considered to be representative of volatile organic 

compounds species. The results demonstrated an increased selectivity towards the formation 

of CO2 [68].  

2.3.2 Iron particles 

  Iron particles, in the presence of an oxidizing environment, form iron oxides that are 

relatively harmless (already present as rust). While the catalytic activity of iron oxide (Fe2O3) 

is less as compared to CuO and Mn2O3, iron oxide catalysts are still capable of achieving 

complete combustion of natural gas provided that its iron level is above a certain level [69] 

[70] [71]. Above that threshold, the activity increases linearly with iron contents [69] [70] 

[71]. The decomposition of metal precursor in the flame as well as the size, growth and 

morphology of evolving particles are significantly affected by the operating conditions and 

reactants. Since the catalytic activity is closely linked to the particle size, hence investigating 
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the precursor decomposition process becomes critical in metal based fuel additives. The 

blending of iron precursors with fuels has been carried out in engines as well as in flames.  

  Kannan et al. [72] and Fazliakmetov et al. [73] have highlighted the influence of iron 

additives in reducing PM emissions and enhanced oxidation of hydrocarbons. Nash et al. [11] 

observed that on the addition of iron as the fuel based catalysts to the flame, an overall 

decline in terms of total mass (32%) and volume concentrations (39%) was witnessed though 

the number of particles had demonstrated an increasing trend with the amount of catalyst 

added (0 to 200 ppm). This was on similar lines to the findings of Skillas et al. [74], which 

pointed to the decrease in particulate matter emission by 25-42%. Miller et al. [75] analyzed 

the impact of iron-doped diesel fuel on 1.5 litre diesel engine and detected a 20%-40%  

decline in total carbon in the samples collected from exhaust with 60 ppm iron. They 

deduced a threshold iron to carbon ratio of 0.013 for this engine, below which no effect of 

iron precursor was seen on soot morphology. They reported two different modes for the soot 

and metal nanoparticles: primary iron nanoparticles (5-10 nm) attached to carbon 

agglomerates and coagulated iron agglomerates (20-200 nm) attached to carbon 

agglomerates. While the authors hinted at the possible role of gas phase iron species, no 

conclusive evidence was provided.   

  Extensive work in exploring the influence of iron on the flame and its final products has 

been carried out. Gonzalez-Carreno et al. [76] utilized different Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

 salts dissolved 

in ethanol in the flame synthesis process to produce and analyze the properties of the as-

produced γ-Fe2O3. The salts included nitrates, ammonium citrate, chlorides and 

acetylacetone. The oxide was also reported to be in a disordered lattice. While chloride 

precursor leads to a mono-crystallite product with high degree of crystallinity (size of 60 

nm), those from ammonium citrate develop hollow spherical shells (170 nm) [76].  The 

nitrate precursors develop compact spherical aggregates (around 180 nm), while the lowest 

size of around 6 nm was observed in the product prepared from acetylacetone precursors 

having a monodispersed structure [76]. Grimm et al. [77]  used iron acetylacetone and iron 

pentacarbonyl, respectively, dissolved in toluene as the precursor into an oxyhydrogen flame. 
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The average particle size observed in the combustion of acetylacetone precursor in the flame 

was around 9 nm as a result of poor aggregation. The chief constituent of the powder was 

found to be γ-Fe2O3. Kagawa et al. [78] observed that the formation of α-Fe2O3 occurs at 

temperatures greater than 550 
o
C, as was achieved in his work [78] through inductively 

coupled plasma. The combustion of iron pentacarbonyl dissolved in toluene solution through 

an oxy-hydrogen flame resulted in the formation of γ-Fe2O3 with average size of 12 nm and 

not Fe3O4, which was otherwise produced when iron pentacarbonyl was combusted under a 

free flame [77]. Increasing the concentration of iron in the precursor was reflected in the 

increasing particle size. This was important as they demonstrated how particle size governed 

the formation of different end products formed from the same reactants. In oxy-hydrogen 

flame, Fe
2+

 is incepted at high temperature and comes into contact with CO2 adsorbed on the 

particle surface [77]. This CO2 acts as a source of electrons to oxidize Fe
2+

 to Fe
3+

 to result in 

the formation of different end products. A high degree of quenching through a larger 

retention time in the flame leads to the conversion of γ- Fe2O3 to α-Fe2O3. A smaller sized 

particle of γ- Fe2O3 will be engulfed by the reductive adsorbates, i.e. carboxylate ion and be 

transformed into Fe3O4 while a larger size particle, in the absence of sufficient carboxylate 

ions, result into α-Fe2O3 [77]. 

  Janzen et al. [79] utilized a low pressure lean- H2/O2/Argon flame doped with varying 

concentrations of Fe(CO)5 premixed with argon to generate Fe2O3 nanoparticles in flame. 

Premixed laminar flames were utilized for achieving the easily distinguishable one- 

dimensional structure with an extended reaction and particle formation zone. The particles 

were analyzed in-situ using a particle mass spectrometer (PMS). They also developed a 

numerical model comprising of homogeneous gas phase reactions along with a sectional 

model focusing on capturing the particle inception. The results demonstrated an increase in 

particle mass with increasing distance from the flame at different H2/O2 ratios. While 

temperatures did not seem to affect the particle size, increasing Fe(CO)5 concentrations did 

lead to an increase in the particle size, which, however, was not captured in numerical studies 

[79]. With a mean particle size of around 10 nm as obtained under in-situ analysis, the paper 
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reported an increase in size due to growth on the substrate and annealing which underlines 

the importance of proper probing and measurement diagnostics [79]. The chief constituent of 

the products were γ-Fe2O3 with some α-Fe2O3 impurities [77] .   

  Yu et al. [80] achieved the synthesis of iron nanoparticles through the use of ethanol fuel 

with iron pentacarbonyl precursor in a ratio of 5:1.  However, the particles had a core-shell 

structure indicating encapsulation by carbon in the ordered graphene state on the shell and 

either α- Fe2O3 or Fe3C, which is distinctly distinguishable from the amorphous carbon, as 

was achieved in some studies [81]. Their study pointed out the creation of a Fe-C solid 

solution which, on cooling, led to the condensation of carbon in the form of an outer shell 

[80]. The authors also pointed out the absence of any carbon nanotubes or nanofibers in the 

sample, although the same process of carbon dissolution and subsequent condensation form 

the underlying principles of carbon nanotube and nanofiber synthesis. This is due to the fast 

decomposition of Fe(CO)5 that led to large concentration of iron nanoparticles, which might 

have caused the dissolution of the available carbon [80].  

  Ma et al. [82] calculated a 3.7% fuel saving by using ferrous thiocyanate in diesel engine at 

3200 rpm. Similar results with respect to fuel efficiency have also been demonstrated by 

using other ferrous compounds like ferrous picrate and iron chloride [83] [72]. Song et al. 

[84] focused on fuel-borne-precursor (4:1 iron to strontium ratio) assisted particulate matter 

oxidation under varying engine loading conditions (from 25% to 75% of peak load) and 

identified the multiple-oxidation-state retaining capability of in-flame metal oxides to be a 

significant driving force for emission reduction. However, no attempt was made to explain 

the emission reduction mechanism in depth. Key research findings on the use of iron based 

particles as catalysts are mentioned in Table 2.1. Pivkina et al. [85] and Jayaraman et al. [86] 

have attributed the enhanced oxidation capabilities of iron nanoparticles to their ability to 

potentially store energy on their surfaces. The unique property of metallic oxides to absorb 

and donate oxygen was attributed to their dual ability to reduce NOx and oxidize CO, 

respectively [72] [87]. Similar observations were also made by Reichert et al.
 
[88]

 
and 

Fennell et al. [89] in terms of the enhanced conversion of NOx and soot to N2 and CO2, 
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respectively, with excess O2 under the influence of Fe2O3 in a post-combustion study. NO 

was found to undergo dissociative adsorption on soot-catalyst interface to produce adsorbed 

N and O atoms. The Fe2O3 lattice was found to provide enhanced surface mobility to atomic 

oxygen towards the soot-catalyst interface where soot is oxidized to CO2 and the adsorbed 

atomic nitrogen (N) recombined to form N2.  

i) Iron pentacarbonyl chemistry 

  Iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5) is a homoleptic metal carbonyl compound having high vapor  

pressure, which makes it attractive to be used as an iron precursor in flames. Reinelt et al. 

[90] reported Fe(CO)5 to extend an inhibitory effect on flame propagation. In premixed 

flame, the effect was attributed to the recombination of H, O and OH atoms, which are the 

species responsible for propagation of the reactions, on surfaces of the products of Fe(CO)5 

decomposition. This effect was mainly observed at lower concentrations of Fe(CO)5, while 

this inhibition effect becomes weaker at higher concentrations. The authors have hinted at 

agglomeration of iron particles being responsible for the reduction in the inhibition effect.  In 

counterflow flames, the addition of Fe(CO)5 on the oxidizer side resulted in a better flame 

retardation as compared to CF3Br while its addition on the fuel side resulted in an increased 

flame propagation. They attributed this to the sub-equilibrium radical concentration on the 

fuel side and super-equilibrium radical concentration on the air side as was witnessed under 

numerical studies.  

  Rumminger et al. [91]  put in efforts to further explore the inhibition mechanism of Fe(CO)5 

in counterflow and premixed flame through both experimental and numerical means. They 

observed the relative insignificant impact of Fe(CO)5 decomposition as well as of Fe 

oxidation into FeO on flame inhibition under premixed conditions. In the case of premixed 

flames, extensive influence of the reactions resulting in hydrogen species abstraction was 

reported on the flame inhibition. Also the influence of iron reactions in the production and 

consumption of H radicals was reported to decline with increasing O2 inlet mole fractions. A 

higher concentration of H-radicals than the equilibrium concentration was observed which 

was found to decline at higher iron concentration. They explained the loss of flame inhibition 
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characteristics at higher concentrations of Fe(CO)5 as a result of decrease in this difference 

between the actual and equilibrium concentration of H-radical. However, in the case of 

counterflow burners, the decline in inhibition effect is attributed to the condensation of iron 

at higher inlet mole fractions. This was also supported by the works of Linteris et al.
 
[92]

 

who explored Fe(CO)5 addition to a H2-O2 flame and found that the inhibition effect only 

comes into picture at higher concentrations (>150 μL/L) of iron compounds, while at lower 

concentrations, as also illustrated by Park et al.
 
[93], Fe(CO)5 promotes ignition through the 

enhancement of the oxidizing radical pool (H, O, OH). Celnik et al. [94] numerically 

analyzed the decomposition of carbon from source species like CO and their subsequent 

deposition on Fe. For the fuel decomposition, CO disproportionation and CO hydrogenation 

were proposed as possible mechanism that ultimately led to the formation of C atoms. These 

C atoms dissolve in the Fe catalyst to a saturation limit that is governed by the temperature 

beyond which a graphene layer or a carbon nanotube is formed. 

 Once the effectiveness of Fe(CO)5 was established in reducing flame speeds and soot 

emissions from engines, the focus shifted towards more fundamental level analysis of the 

interactions of Fe(CO)5 and the flame in terms of emission reduction. Kim et al. [95]  

explored the addition of 4000 ppm of Fe(CO)5 to an isooctane diffusion flame in terms of 

soot reduction under actual operating conditions of a combustor and later analyzed the 

interactions between the iron species and soot particles in a similar isooctane diffusion flame 

[96]. Their work attributed the oxidative catalysis of soot to carbon coated iron/iron oxide 

particles which has also been suggested by Zhang et al. [97] and Rumminger et al [98]. The 

soot formation process is divided into three overlapping regions viz. the particle inception, 

particle growth and soot burnout regime with an overall residence time of the iron species in 

flame to be 50 miliseconds. Using light transmission measurement techniques, only a minor 

increase in the particle inception and no impact on soot growth was witnessed [95]. This 

study did not make any distinction between the soot and iron particles while analyzing the 

increased particle inception, which was attributed to enhanced soot inception over increased 

surface area of incepted iron particles. A significantly higher decline in soot under the soot 
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oxidation regime, as compared to the unseeded flames, was also documented. This was 

attributed to the enhanced soot oxidation by the iron (Fe)-rich nuclei dispersed among the 

soot particles under fuel rich conditions in the primary flame region and by the iron oxides 

(Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) under fuel lean conditions [95] in the soot oxidation region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Table 2.1: Key research findings from the addition of iron precursors to flame  

Authors Key findings 

Kannan et al. [72]  

Fazliakmetov et al. 

[73] 

1. Iron additives proved effective in reducing PM emissions and 

enhanced oxidation of hydrocarbons. 

Nash et al. [11] 

Skillas et al. [74] 

1.  Decrease in mass and volume concentrations of particulate matter 

by 32% and 39%, respectively. 

Gonzalez-Carreno 

et al. [76] 

Grimm et al. [77] 

Kagawa et al. [78] 

1. Chloride precursor forms a mono-crystallite product with high 

crystallinity (60 nm); ammonium citrate develops hollow shells (170 

nm); iron nitrate precursor develop compact spherical aggregates 

(180 nm); iron acetylacetone precursor produce mono-dispersed 

particle (6 nm); toluene dissolved iron acetylacetone and iron 

pentacarbonyl produces γ-Fe2O3 particles (9 nm)  

Janzen et al. [79] 

Yu et al. [80] 

1. H2/O2/Argon flame doped with Fe(CO)5 generates 10 nm Fe2O3 

nanoparticles in flame, majority being γ-Fe2O3 with some α-Fe2O3 . 

Ma et al. [82] 

Pivkina et al. [85] 

Jayaraman et al. [86] 

1. 3.7% fuel saving by using ferrous thiocyanate in diesel engine. 

2. Enhanced oxidation capability due to their surface energy storage   

      ability.  

Reichert et al.
 
[88] 

Fennell et al. [89] 

1. NOx , soot convert faster to N2 and CO2 with Fe2O3 under excess O2. 

2. Dissociative adsorption of NO on Fe2O3 to produce N and O atoms. 

3. Fe2O3 lattice enhances O mobility towards soot-catalyst interface. 

Kim et al. [95] [96] 

Zhang et al. [97] 

Linteris et al.
 
[92]

 

Park et al.
 
[93] 

1. Enhanced soot oxidation by O,OH species on soot covered iron. 

2. Higher Fe(CO)5 concentration enhances inhibition while lower 

concentration promotes ignition by increasing the radical pool (H,O, 

OH). 
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2.4 Reaction mechanism of iron pentacarbonyl  

   In order to develop better understanding of the chemistry of gas phase iron precursor and 

its decomposition, numerical studies were employed. Numerical modeling of the iron 

pentacarbonyl doped fuel combustion required a mechanism that can adequately count for the 

gas phase intermediates, final products and all stages of the reaction. To address the 

requirement of developing a mechanism, Giesen et al. [99] came up with a single global 

reaction to represent the iron pentacarbonyl decomposition without accounting for any 

intermediate or byproducts:  Fe(CO)5  Fe +5CO . The key issue with this mechanism was 

the unrealistically fast kinetics for the iron atom association reaction to form a dimer. 

Krestinin et al. [100] came up with a two stage mechanism : i) Fe(CO)5  FeCO + 4CO and 

; ii) FeCO Fe + CO to describe this decomposition; however, the dissociation energy used 

for this reaction is significantly greater than what was observed experimentally [43]. In their 

numerical efforts to analyze premixed and counterflow methane flame loaded with Fe(CO)5, 

Rumminger et al [91] combined methane combustion mechanism GRI-Mech 1.2 along with a 

developed iron mechanism. This iron mechanism incorporated some of the initial work of 

Jensen et al. [101] focusing on enhanced H-atom recombination under Fe(CO)5. The multi-

staged reaction mechanism can be divided into three main components i) decomposition of 

Fe(CO)5; ii) iron species formation and; iii) homogeneous reactions of the iron species 

scavenging reaction propagating radicals. This approach did not, however, consider possible 

polymerization of iron atoms to form clusters. 

  To further expand Fe(CO)5 decomposition mechanism, Wen et al. [102] utilized the density 

functional theory (DFT) for detailed kinetic modeling of decomposition of Fe(CO)5 in a 

shock tube under an inert argon atmosphere. It involved the calculation of thermochemical 

data for Fen  (n>=2) , iron carbonyls and iron cluster complexes with CO while the chemical 

activation energies and the fall off rates were estimated using the Quantum Rice-

Ramsperger-Kassel method (QRRK) and three body method. These are species whose 

thermochemical and kinetic data were not available on account of their short life time.  Their 

work pointed out the decomposition of Fe(CO)5 into Fe(CO)4 and CO as the rate determining 
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step and also drew attention to the temperature threshold of around 800 K, above and below 

which, the decomposition of Fe(CO)2 follow different pathways leading to different end 

products. While Rumminger et al. [91] assumed the decomposition of iron into Fe atoms, 

Wen et al. [102] further expanded the model to include iron clusters Fen, iron carbonyls 

Fe(CO)n and other intermediates Fem(CO)n. Their methodology included the analysis of the 

mechanism in terms of molecular level reactions in the gas phase as well as those in the 

initial particle phase. The initiation of agglomeration was incorporated in the mechanism till 

a specific cluster size represented as a “bin” beyond which further agglomeration was 

depicted as reactions between the bins. Thus, this work details the reaction mechanism of 

iron pentacarbonyl decomposition and the coalescence of the nanoparticles upto a minimum 

aggregate size beyond which the reaction is depicted in terms of the interaction between 

aggregate particles. The paper reports the iron carbonyl structure to be more open as 

compared to that of iron clusters which occupy a caged structure. Fe(CO)2 is found to be the 

most stable among all the iron carbonyls. At temperatures ranging from 400 K to 800 K, 

Fe(CO)2 survives long enough to produce large iron clusters while lesser Fe atoms are 

formed. These iron clusters undergo nucleation and evolve into nanoparticles. On the 

contrary, high temperatures lead to the rapid breakdown of Fe(CO)2 to produce Fe atoms, 

only some of which were able to form dimers thus resulting in fewer nanoparticles. Kluge et 

al. [103] and Poliak et al. [104] have credited these iron clusters to be the precursors of 

experimentally verified ‘prompt nanoparticles’ formed close to the burner surface in a 

premixed laminar flat-flame. 

  Janzen et al. [79] demonstrated particle growth simulation based on a sectional model 

containing the population balance equations. The model, however, neglected any 

intermediates formed as a result of interactions between iron and flame species. Wlokas et al. 

[105] investigated the formation of gas phase Fe2O3, both numerically and experimentally, in 

a premixed H2/O2 mixture. They appended the model developed by Ruminger et al. [91] with 

another sub-mechanism addressing the formation of gas phase iron oxide from iron atoms 

based on experimentally characterized concentrations of iron atoms and iron oxide particles.  
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Figure 2.4 graphically highlights the decomposition of Fe(CO)5 and the subsequent fate of 

iron. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Counterflow flame configuration 

  Non-premixed flames are generally preferred in combustion applications like furnaces, gas 

turbines and diesel engines due to considerations of safety [106]. Premixing before 

combustion effectively rules out diffusion as the possible rate determining process, while in a 

non-premixed flame, the time scale of the chemical reaction is often much smaller compared 

to the diffusion and convective time scales [106]. A turbulent diffusion flame, as observed 

under a variety of combustion systems mentioned above, can be inherently viewed as a 

collection of multiple laminar flamelets [107]. Such flamelets in a turbulent flame can be 

approximated by means of a counterflow diffusion flame which possesses the same scalar 

structure and therefore can represent the inherent chemistry and transport phenomenon in the 

                    

Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of Fe(CO)5 decomposition and subsequent fate of iron 
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flamelets [107]. The counterflow configuration general involves a planar structure and 

assumes the Lewis number to be unity, indicating equal thermal and species diffusivity, 

which effectively removes the complexity introduced by the phenomenon of curving of 

flames as seen through the use of non-unity Lewis number [108]. This also significantly 

simplifies the modeling process since the mixing of fuel and oxidizer is completely governed 

by diffusion process as the turbulent mixing is not considered [109]. Moreover, the use of  

scalars: mixture fraction ‘Zf’, to which the mass fractions of all other species are directly 

related and; instantaneous scalar dissipation rate ‘χst’ which incorporates convection and 

diffusion components in the flow, renders the mathematical formulation of counterflow 

flames much simpler for analysis [107]. Previous studies [110] [111] [112] have highlighted 

the suitability of this flat diffusion flame for studying fast burning fuel/air mixtures and the 

high temperature oxidation kinetics at the atmospheric pressure. Consequently, a porous 

counter flow burner is chosen since it produces a stable, planar, two-dimensional diffusion 

flame front that provides ease of diagnostics of gases and particles [109]. It also provides 

flexibility to inject precursor from either the fuel or oxidizer side and impose temperature and 

oxygen concentration gradients as well as provides little to no disruption of the flame while 

sampling.   

2.6 Particle size measurement  

  Techniques used for particle size measurement comprises of both intrusive and non-

intrusive techniques. The non-intrusive techniques generally involve laser excitation 

followed by measuring extent of extinction and scattering [113] [114] and Laser Induced 

Incandescence (LII) [115] [116]. LII involves rapidly heating the sample using a pulsed laser 

source. Due to the subjection of the sample to such intense energy, the nanoparticles present 

in the samples are elevated to high temperature. The nanoparticles equilibrate thermally with 

their surroundings by size-dependent heat transfer processes including conduction and 

evaporation [117] [118]. The nanoparticle size can be inferred by regressing a measured 

pyrometric temperature, taken from time resolved incandescence measurements in the 
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nanoparticles, to modeled temperature produced by the heat transfer model [118]. Since 

material specific quantities like specific heat capacity and density are the pre-requisites for 

this technique, hence material characterization through XRD technique needs to be carried 

out before utilizing this. A key shortcoming of LII involves the assumption of a complex 

refractive index for the particles, that is greatly dependent on fuel type [119] and wavelength 

[120] used. Moreover, extinction measurement techniques are restricted by their requirement 

for line of sight approach and therefore are unable to ascertain particle size distribution 

although they have been used to measure soot volume fraction and some size dependent 

parameter [121]. While LII is gaining popularity as an effective technique for measuring soot 

volume fraction [122], the significant drawback associated with it is its inability to determine 

particles of bimodal size distributions, since small sized particles contribute very little to 

radiation [123]. Photo Ionization Mass Spectroscopy (PIMS) supersedes other techniques in 

terms of sensitivity and have detection range of the order of atoms and molecules, however, 

its upper range is limited to just 6 nm [124]. 

  While intrusive techniques, like SEM and TEM sampling are less rigorous in terms of their 

formulation and do not require prior assumption with regard to optical properties, they are 

more cumbersome in terms of their requirement for multiple sampling so as to be able to 

visualize the particle size distribution [121]. The development of Scanning Mobility Particle 

Sizer (SMPS) has provided us with a valuable tool for analyzing particle size distribution and 

total particle concentration in almost real-time and does not involve any prior assumptions or 

disadvantages like losing the adsorbed organic on soot surfaces [125]. While significant 

number of previous research efforts have focused on soot particle size measurement in 

premixed flames [125] [126] [127] [128] by achieving probe sampling using an inert gas 

followed by analysis, less literature available about particle size investigation in a diffusion 

flame. Burtscher et al. [129] and Hepp et al. [130] carried out probe sampling from methane 

diffusion flame by means of quartz microprobe attached to a glass capillary tube for 

extracting samples and diluting it with inert gas to analyze the size distribution. This was 

followed by the works of Kasper et al. [131], who utilized similar technique for measuring 
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particle concentration from metal precursor seeded co-flow diffusion flame. Zhao et al. [125] 

refined this experimental methodology to collect samples from a laminar flame and used 

SMPS to determine the particle size distribution that has successfully been utilized in many 

premixed flames, thereafter. A key issue to address in probe sampling is potential particle 

loss by means of particle-particle coagulation or diffusive wall losses [132] [133]. Particle 

sampling without dilution could result in an estimated 10% particle loss as a result of 

coagulation in first 20 miliseconds [125]. Dilution also ceases any residual chemical activity 

in the sampling tube effectively, thus preserving the constitution as well as the size 

distribution in the sample [125]. Siegmann et al. [134]  have observed that despite the impact 

of tube on the downstream flow, there is no impact on the collected sample when compared 

to another sample collected by means of a less intrusive probe. Kazemimanesh et al. [135] 

characterized soot nanoparticle formation in a laminar methane jet diffusion flame using a 

multi-stage dilution system. This work demonstrated the influence of dilution ratio on 

impacting agglomeration and identified the existence of a critical dilution ratio beyond which 

the particle size and concentration becomes independent of the dilution ratio. As counterflow 

methane flame provides greater control over the spatial temperature distribution with 

temperature peak lying somewhere between the two burners, it is better capable of analyzing 

the particle growth over a larger temperature range and gradient.  
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Chapter 3 

 

 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Effects of Iron pentacarbonyl additive on counterflow methane and 

ethanol flames1 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.1 Overview 

  Addition of metallic precursors to flames deserves interest due to their potential ability to 

catalyze methane and ethanol combustion by means of supplemental gas phase and surface 

reactions. A counterflow flame burner is utilized to spatially characterize and analyze the 

emissions from iron pentacarbonyl borne ethanol and methane combustion. Samples of the 

flue gases are obtained from these laminar and planar flames and are quantified using gas 

chromatography (GC) and Fourier-transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectroscopy, while solid 

particles are examined through x-ray diffraction (XRD). Measurements from ethanol and 

methane flames are compared and analyzed, in order to investigate the role of metal particles 

derived from iron pentacarbonyl. Experimental data demonstrate, in both flames, a 

significant influence of the additive on combustion emissions, such as NO and soot 

precursors. The addition of iron pentacarbonyl is found to be more effective in restricting 

soot precursors in methane flames as compared to ethanol flames. An enhanced production of 

acetaldehyde in the ethanol flame is believed to result in changes of the emission profiles.  

_______________________________________________  

1
The content of this chapter has been published as:                                                                                      

Raj A., Pan K., Qi H., Zhu H., Wen JZ., Croiset E. “Effects of an Iron Pentacarbonyl Additive on 

counterflow methane and ethanol flames”. Energy & Fuels, vol.29, no.8, pp. 5361-5371, 2015 
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3.2 Introduction 

  Iron pentacarbonyl [Fe(CO)5], has long been used as an iron precursor for aerosol flame 

synthesis of iron catalysts due to its high vapor pressure. While previous studies have 

demonstrated a decline in soot levels and enhanced fuel combustion, most of these works, 

have focused on the end products without analyzing the process of decomposition of the 

precursor and the interaction of iron with reaction intermediaries, which affects the final 

products. The major objective of this work is mapping the effects of Fe(CO)5 on soot 

precursors, CO and NO formation in both the radial and axial directions. This will be 

subsequently utilized to illustrate the role of Fe(CO)5 in emission reduction. Ethanol and 

methane are chosen due to the simplicity of their chemical structures and the availability of 

their detailed combustion mechanisms. The studies on these fuels will also provide a 

comparative assessment of the soot and NO suppression potential of iron pentacarbonyl in 

higher carbon, oxygenated vaporized hydrocarbon fuel against a single carbon, gaseous 

hydrocarbon fuel. A porous counter flow burner is chosen due to its capability of producing a 

stable, two-dimensional, laminar flame [109]. This configuration enables the user to explore 

the impact of precursor injection both from the fuel as well as from the oxidizer side.  A 

circular burner ensures that the flame is axisymmetric and that the species concentration or 

temperature can be analyzed as a function of the axial distance.   

3.3 Experimental setup and operating conditions 

  Counterflow burner system (McKenna flat flame burners), shown in Figure 3.1, consists of 

two opposing inlet ports separated by a distance of 20 mm that are enclosed with porous 

sintered bronze matrix. This matrix is composed of two coaxial cylinders: an inner cylinder 

of diameter 60.4 mm and outer cylinder of diameter 73.4 mm [136]. The lower inlet has been 

custom developed to have a central port of outer diameter 1/8 inch for the injection of 

precursor.  
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                   Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for counterflow flame analysis 

        

                                Figure 3.1:  Counterflow burner assembly  
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  Figure 3.2 describes the experimental setup used in this study. The methane fuel was 

directly sent from the cylinder to the counterflow burner apparatus while in the case of 

ethanol inline heaters were required to vaporize the fuel and mixing chambers were used to 

mix with nitrogen. The flow of O2 and compressed air was sent through the top burner and 

regulated by a mass flow controller (MFC). A silica microprobe was utilized for periodic 

sampling from the flame and its adjacent locations by means of a pneumatic pump. N2 was 

supplied along with the fuel from the lower burner. The flow of N2 from the cylinder was 

controlled by a MFC. Thereafter, the flow was split into two parts: 1) the main line 

transporting the fuel directly to the burner in the case of methane and through a heated gas 

line and mixing chamber in the case of ethanol while; 2) the subsidiary line bleeds some 

amount of nitrogen through the bubbler so as to carry the catalyst directly into the flame 

through a concentric tube in the lower burner. The bubbler containing the catalyst precursor, 

as shown in the inset in Figure 3.2, was placed in a water bath and connected in parallel to a 

flowmeter while both of these were connected in series to another flowmeter (see Figure 3.1). 

This was done in order to regulate the N2 flow into the bubbler while keeping the total N2 

flow in the subsidiary line constant. The partial pressure of iron pentacarbonyl was 

established from equation (3.1) [137] and was constant at a particular temperature.  

                                         (     )    (      )                                   (3.1) 

  Counterflow flames are usually characterized by means of the flow strain rate which is the 

normal gradient of the normal component of the flow velocity. It is the inverse of the 

characteristic flow time in this counterflow configuration and is defined by the following 

relation (3.2) [138]: 

                                             
|     |

 
(  

|   |√   

|     |√     
)                                        (3.2) 

where ‘a’ represents the strain rate on the fuel side (s
-1

), ‘L’ is the distance between the two 

ports (20 mm), ‘Vfuel’ and ‘Voxidizer’ are the fuel and oxidizer velocities (cm/s) at their 

respective boundaries , ‘𝝆fuel’ and ‘𝝆oxidizer’ are the respective densities (g/cm
3
) of the fuel and 
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oxidizer stream. Since the flame structure is of significant importance in counterflow 

configuration and emission measurements, it is important to characterize the Reynold 

number. For this study, all flames were studied as laminar flames which have Reynolds 

number less than 400. The Reynold numbers of the fuel and oxidizer streams were calculated 

from the relation (3.3):                                              

                                                             
         

 
                                                    (3.3) 

  Here ‘μ‘ is the dynamic viscosity of the stream and ‘  ’ is diameter of the burner. The 

stoichiometric mixture fraction ‘zf’ is defined in equation (3.4), where υ is defined as the 

stoichiometric mass ratio of oxygen to fuel, Yox and Yf are the mass fractions of fuel and 

oxidizer with the subscript ‘i’ specifically pointing to their respective values at the inlets.  

                                                      
             

           
                                            (3.4)   

  The diameters of the upper and lower burners are 60.4 mm while the diameter of the central 

tube is 3.175 mm. The parallel arrangement of nitrogen supply provides the flexibility of 

varying the catalyst concentration. Maintaining a constant N2 flow in the subsidiary line 

ensures similar transport conditions for catalyst thus enabling a comparative study. Gas 

Chromatography and Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy are used for the measurement 

of species. Agilent Gas Chromatographer GC6890 and Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 are 

used for the above study, respectively. In Gas Chromatographer, thermal conductivity 

detector column is used to measure O2 and N2 while flame ionization detector column is used 

to detect hydrocarbon species. NO and CO are measured through FTIR. The sample line 

from the flame was connected to the inlet of both the instruments. The experimental 

operating conditions were determined in order to achieve i) a stable, laminar flame; ii) equal 

momentum on fuel and oxidizer side to achieve a stagnation plane close to mid-plane and; 

iii) a ratio of 3.77 between nitrogen and oxygen. The operating conditions used in the 

methane and ethanol combustion experiment are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, 

respectively.  
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3.4  Results 

3.4.1 Methane combustion 

  The bubbler containing the precursor is maintained at a temperature of 0
o 

C which 

corresponds to the mole fraction of iron pentacarbonyl to be 7853 ppm in the carrier gas. The 

sampling domain includes the volume between the two flat inlets, as shown in Figure 3.1 and 

is assigned polar coordinate with origin being at the central tube in the lower burner for 

Table 3.1:  Inputs for the methane combustion process 

 Fuel Stream 
Oxidizer 

Stream 
Precursor stream 

 N2 CH4 O2 Air N2 

Fe(CO)5 

(ppm) 

Flow Rate (l/min) 
13 1.395 3.44 10.24 0.015  

Mole Fraction 
0.903 0.097 0.41 0.59 0.992547 7853 

Reynold’s Number 
360 342 7.14  

Strain Rate (s
-1

) 17 

Operating Pressure 

(atm) 
1 

 

Table 3.2:  Inputs for the ethanol combustion process 

 

Fuel Stream Oxidizer Stream Precursor stream 

 N2 Ethanol O2 Air N2 

Fe(CO)5 

(ppm) 

Flow Rate (l/min) 8.3 0.0025(liq) 2.2 12 0.015  

Mole Fraction 0.863 0.137 0.155 0.845 0.993 7853 

Reynold’s Number 241.45 395 7.14  

Strain Rate (s
-1

) 12.21 

Operating Pressure 

(atm) 
1 
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analysis. The measurements of species and temperature are primarily carried out at different 

points in the axial direction. The injection of catalyst from a central tube causes its 

concentration to be non-uniformly distributed in the radial direction thus necessitating radial 

measurement. A silica microprobe (inner and outer diameter 0.2 mm and 0.34 mm, 

respectively) is placed at various positions in the flame for the collection of the sample with a 

sampling time of 15 minutes. A Type-K thermocouple (Nickel-Chromium/Nickel-Alumel) is 

used for temperature measurement. The particles collected from the flame location, by means 

of a glass plate, are also analyzed by means of x-ray diffraction (XRD).  

  Methane combustion is normally characterized by low soot formation and high NOx 

concentrations. The location of the luminous zone of the methane flame, as observed 

visually, was taken to be the flame location. This flame location was averaged through 

multiple measurements and was found to be 8.51±0.3 mm from the fuel inlet, with the 0.3 

mm being considered the flame thickness. A significant change in flame color from blue to 

bright yellow along with visible thickening of the flame to around 0.7 mm and large number 

of orange particles was observed under catalytic conditions. This change in color of the flame 

is depicted in Figure 3.3. Among soot precursors, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6 are the prominent 

species which were measured in the present setup using Gas Chromatographer (GC). As 

these species are the building blocks of aromatic ring formation process from small aliphatics 

which is the rate determining step in soot formation [139], loss of these species eventually 

slows down the soot inception process. Figure 3.4 indicates that emissions of these C2 species 

were reduced by 80%-95% in the presence of Fe(CO)5, as compared with the non-catalytic 

combustion data, downstream of the   axial locations  of 5 mm up to the flame, although no 

significant difference in C2 concentrations was observed from the fuel port to an axial 

location of 4 mm. The peak values of these gaseous species were also detected to be 2~2.5 

mm lower than their previously measured positions under combustion without precursor. In 

addition, oxygen availability increases on the fuel side under catalytic conditions, which 

might cause C2 species to be completely oxidized at an earlier location.                                                                                                                                                    
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  Figure 3.5 depicts the profiles of CO, methane, O2 and NO along the central axis 
A
. A 

significant reduction in CO mole fraction was observed along with slight shifting of peak 

value position at an upstream location, as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The CO concentration 

under catalytic conditions is an outcome of the CO formed due to the decomposition of 

Fe(CO)5 and that produced as a result of combustion. From the methane profile in Figure 

3.5(b), it can be found that under catalytic conditions, methane consumption is initiated at an 

upstream location closer to the fuel port while its most enhanced consumption is occurring 

downstream of 4 mm. Relatively more O2 is present towards fuel side while less O2 exists at 

the oxidizer side, which also corresponds to an opposite trend in the N2 profile in catalytic 

conditions as compared to the non-catalytic conditions as seen from Figure 3.5(c). 

 _________________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                                                    

A
FT-IR calibration and

 
NO measurement was done in collaboration with Masters student Huixiu Qi. 

C2 species (soot precursors) measurement was done in collaboration with Masters student Kang Pan. 

 

                                                         

      
 Figure 3.4: Soot precursors profiles in   methane      

combustion at r = 0 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Methane flame under                   

(a) non-catalytic; (b) catalytic conditions  
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  The oxygen concentration gradient from the oxidizer to the fuel burner is also found to be 

much more gradual in the case of catalytic combustion than in non-catalytic combustion. The 

increase in oxygen concentration, under catalytic conditions, near the flame location on the 

fuel side is probably induced by excess oxygen getting diffused on the fuel side as a result of 

enhanced consumption of fuel occurring at an upstream location as well as due to the 

heterogeneous recombination of adsorbed O radicals on the surface of catalyst particles [88].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

(a)                                                                      (b) 

  

                                      (c)                                                                            (d) 

     Figure 3.5: (a) CO; (b) CH4; (c) O2 and (d) NO profiles at r = 0 mm in methane combustion 
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  In Figure 3.5(d), it was observed that the NO concentration reaches its peak at the flame, 

where the maximum temperature would be present. Under the influence of the precursor, a 

decline of around 15-20% was observed in the peak value of NO just above the flame with 

the addition of precursor; however, this decline in the NO concentration, under catalytic 

conditions, withers off gradually at locations closer to the fuel and oxidizer ports.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

(a)                                                                            (b) 

     

                                            (c)                                                                             (d) 

      Figure 3.6: Gas emissions in radial direction measured from the catalytic and non-catalytic        

      combustion in methane combustion at the flame location (8.51 mm) 
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  Figure 3.6 (a)-(d) are the curves showing the gas profiles of the major emissions in the 

radial direction measured from the catalytic and non-catalytic methane flames. The gas 

samples were collected at the location of the flame, i.e., 8.51 mm above the burner. In these 

figures, the x-axis indicates the distance between the microprobe tip and the burner central 

axis (defined as the zero point), and the y-axis shows the concentration of the generated 

emissions. Overall, the concentrations of CO and C2 species are significantly reduced radially 

by the iron-containing catalysts as seen in Figure 3.6. Also it was observed that under non-

catalytic conditions the above species demonstrate a non-uniform, yet significant 

concentration in the radial direction; however under catalytic conditions, the species 

concentrations are significantly reduced and remain invariant in radial direction. The radial 

distribution of NO at the flame is visualized in Figure 3.7. While the trends exhibited under 

both catalytic and non-catalytic conditions remain qualitatively the same with an initial rise 

followed by a decline, a maximum decline of around 15-20% was observed in the NO 

concentration under catalytic conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Temperature measurement was carried out by means of a calibrated thermocouple while the 

radiation loss was accounted for separately as explained in the work of Roberts et al. [140]. 

       

Figure 3.7: Radial profiles of NO at flame location (8.51 mm) in methane 

flame 
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The equivalence ratio is estimated by using the detected concentrations of methane and the 

oxidizer from Figure 3.5 (b) and (c). Figure 3.8 illustrates the temperature and equivalence 

ratio profiles across the domain at the central axis. The temperature demonstrates a gradual 

increase from the fuel port to around an axial distance of 3.5 mm, followed by a rapid rise 

thereafter up to axial distance of 7 mm. Further downstream, the gradient of temperature rise 

is found to decline and the temperature peak is realized just above the flame. The impact of 

the addition of iron pentacarbonyl precursor can be seen in terms of a decline of around 100 

o
C in the peak temperature just above the flame due to the additional thermal mass. An initial 

increase in temperature below the flame under catalytic conditions can be attributed to the 

combustion of fuel as a result of faster decline in the equivalence ratio due to enhanced 

oxygen presence on the fuel side, as shown in Figure 3.5(c). The equivalence ratio is found to 

decline at an upstream location under catalytic conditions; however the gradient of this 

decline is greatly reduced around 5 mm and the  conditions for combustion (equivalence ratio 

~1) are found to occur roughly around the same location as seen under non-catalytic 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 Figure 3.8: Temperature and equivalence ratio profiles at the central axis in methane 

combustion  
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3.4.2 Ethanol combustion 

  The most luminous zone of the ethanol flame was found at axial location of 7.91± 0.5 mm 

and was considered the flame location. Thickening of flame from 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm along 

with an enhanced consumption of ethanol was observed under the influence of Fe(CO)5 as 

seen from Figure 3.9(a) where a steeper decline in ethanol concentration was observed on the 

fuel side under catalytic conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

     

(a) (b)    

          

(c)                                                                           (d) 

Figure 3.9:  (a) Ethanol; (b) O2; (c) CH4 and (d) CH3CHO profiles along the central axis of the 

counter-flow burner at r = 0 mm in ethanol combustion 
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Figure 3.9(b) shows the oxygen profile in the sampling domain. The oxygen concentration 

declines from the oxidizer port towards the flame, however, some amount of oxygen is still 

available close to the fuel port. Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of the C2 species under 

catalytic and non-catalytic conditions. From Figure 3.10, it was observed that their evolution 

and consumption are primarily confined in a region below the flame on the fuel side. It is 

also worthwhile to point out the fact that under non-catalytic conditions, these precursors 

mostly reach their peak concentrations around 5 mm from the fuel burner which coincides 

with the complete consumption of ethanol as can be seen from Figure 3.9(a). However, the 

addition of the precursor causes the peak of these species to decline as well as to move 

upstream closer to the fuel port, even though the ethanol is still available. This shift in the 

peak-value plane of C2 species towards the fuel inlet demonstrates the enhanced ethanol 

consumption while the decline in their absolute values is attributed to the heightened oxygen 

concentration on the fuel side. Figure 3.9 also shows the concentrations of methane and 

acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) as observed in the products of ethanol combustion. The hydroxyl 

component in ethanol gives rise to oxygenated species like acetaldehyde, which sequesters 

       

                Figure 3.10: Soot precursors at r = 0 mm in ethanol combustion 
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carbon precursors to develop into soot [141]. While methane shows a decline in its 

concentration, the acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) concentration gets enhanced on the addition of 

the precursor with the peak of acetaldehyde curve, which lies around 5 mm from the fuel port 

under non-catalytic conditions, shifting upstream. The increase in the catalytic trend for 

acetaldehyde also coincides with the initiation of ethanol consumption under catalytic 

conditions. This might suggest the activation of other pathways in the ethanol combustion 

reaction on the addition of the precursor as will be explained later. The peak concentration of 

methane was found to be at an upstream location (around 4.5 mm) than those of the C2H2, 

C2H4, C2H6 species indicating possible dehydrogenation of methane to methyl radicals, 

followed by their recombination to form higher carbon species. Due to the non-uniformity of 

the catalyst concentration in the radial direction, as the result of central injection, it is 

important to analyze the species distributions in that direction. Figure 3.11 shows the NO 

profile at the central axis. With the addition of catalyst precursor, a decline in the NO peak 

concentration was observed just below the flame, which is followed by a significant decline 

in the concentration in the above-flame region.   

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

                                                                                                                                                                   

   Figure 3.12 exhibits the concentration profiles of various species (ethanol, CH4, C2H2, 

C2H4) in the flame along the radial direction and at the axial distance of 4.55 mm. Under 

non-catalytic conditions the variation in the radial direction is not significant up to 20 mm.  

            

         Figure 3.11: NO profles in ethanol combustion at r = 0 mm          
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However, beyond it, the concentration shows a minor decline as observed from this figure. 

Under catalytic conditions, the species concentrations are considerably reduced. In CH4 and 

C2H4, an initial increase in radial direction is followed by eventual decline which could be 

due to non-uniform spread of the centrally injected precursor.  

 

                                                

     (a)                                                                       (b)        

                     
                                             (c)                                                                       (d) 

                                                                                                                                                                               

                Figure 3.12: Profiles of (a) Ethanol; (b) CH4; (c) C2H2 and (d) C2H4, in the radial direction                    

                at axial location of 4.5 mm from the fuel inlet 
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3.5 Discussion 

  A symmetric planar flame was established at respective axial positions for methane and 

ethanol in order to map the axial and radial profiles of various chemical species. It was 

observed that, the addition of the Fe(CO)5 precursor turned the blue flame into uniformly 

orange, which indicates the formation of particles in the flame and their transportation was 

radially outwards along with the flow. In order to identify the composition of as-produced 

particles, XRD analysis was performed. The results are depicted in Figure 3.13 and it was 

found that Fe2O3 dominated other compositions in the sample collected from the flame 

location by means of glass slides connected to the positioning device. While this is validated 

by the findings of several other research groups that detected Fe2O3 to be the chief 

constituent of the particles in the presence of excess oxygen, it is quite likely that the 

particles formed at upstream locations, having lesser presence of oxygen, comprise of Fe3O4 

or Fe [76]  [77] .        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl precursor occurs below the flame, at relatively 

low temperatures as suggested by Wen et al. [102], leading to the formation of iron clusters, 

 

                        Figure 3.13: XRD data of the collected powder from the flame 
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which result in iron nanoparticles. The oxidation of iron to Fe2O3 can occur concurrently via 

gas-phase oxidation of iron atoms and clusters as well as via surface reactions on iron 

particles, which both can result in Fe2O3 particles, as described in references [91] [90] [95]
 

[103] [104] [142]. The decline in soot precursor species, as observed previously, can 

therefore be directly associated with the iron oxide particles present in the flame, as 

suggested by Reichert et al. [88]
 
and Fennell et al. [89]. Iron oxide (Fe2O3) particles are able 

to provide a surface for the dissociative adsorption of O2 and readily transfer the dissociated 

atomic oxygen, present at the surface and also from the sub-surface level, to the interfaces of 

soot and catalyst due to their high lattice mobility [88]. It provides an additional surface 

mechanism for fuel oxidation apart from the existing gas phase mechanism as proposed by 

Lee et al. [143] and also shown in Figure 3.14 for methane. This additional surface oxidation 

pathways, usually occurring at lower temperature, lead to faster consumption of fuel as seen 

from methane and ethanol profiles in Figures 3.5(b) and 3.9(a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  In the case of methane combustion, initially the methane quantity close to the fuel port 

remains almost invariant in the catalytic and the non-catalytic process, as shown in Figure 

3.5. This is possibly due to the lower temperature close to the fuel end, being insufficient to 

initiate precursor decomposition as suggested by Wen et al.
 
[102], which keeps the conditions 

        

Figure 3.14:  Additional pathways available for methane oxidation under heterogeneous     

surface mechanism in methane combustion [143] 
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effectively the same as in the non-catalytic combustion. The precursor decomposition is 

initiated closer to the flame with more particles being formed in that region as observed 

visually. The addition of precursor was found to initiate the early consumption of methane. 

The formation of C2 species follows the possible mechanism involving the combination of 

methyl radicals in the presence of a third body ‘M’ to form higher carbon species [18]
  

as 

shown in Figure 2.1. This process normally involves radicals like H, O and OH, which help 

the hydrogen abstraction from methane to form the methyl radical. This methyl radical then 

participates in a trimolecular reaction with a third species to produce larger hydrocarbons. 

This process is quite slow and is therefore the rate determining step [18]
 
in the gas phase 

reaction. Furthermore, C2H6 loses its H atoms as a result of abstraction by OH radical in 

presence of a third species ‘M’ to form unsaturated compounds C2H4 and C2H2 which 

eventually form carbon monoxide [103]. As stated by Rumminger et al. [91] , the iron 

species also act as scavengers for the H, O and OH radicals thereby causing their 

concentration to decline. This factor along with the catalytic oxidation of methane over Fe2O3 

particles severely constrains the formation of species like C2H6 , C2H4 and C2H2, and 

ultimately CO as observed from Figures 3.4 and 3.5. 

  In the case of ethanol combustion, the alcohol molecule can undergo various pathways [33] 

as shown in Figure 2.2. One of these pathways involves dehydration under the influence of 

third body species ‘M’ to produce C2H4, which thereafter loses H atom as a result of 

abstraction by H, OH and O radicals and produces C2H2. Another main pathway involves the 

oxidation of ethanol to aldehyde by means of H, OH and O radicals, followed by its 

decomposition into methyl radicals, which on recombination with themselves form C2H6 

under the influence of third body ‘M’ reactions. From the results of the catalytic methane and 

ethanol combustion experiments, a faster consumption of the fuel was observed as compared 

to non-catalytic case along with considerable presence of oxygen on the fuel side, thereby 

letting excess oxygen diffuse to the fuel side, as seen from Figure 3.5 and 3.9. The oxygen 

concentration is much higher in the case of ethanol combustion as compared to that of 

methane which is probably due to the decomposition of ethanol to produce oxidizing species 
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including OH, O, H2O which combine to form oxygen [144] under catalytic conditions apart 

from the diffusion of oxygen on the fuel side due to faster combustion of the fuel under 

catalytic conditions. Another reason for increased oxygen presence on the fuel side is the 

dissociative adsorption of NO and CO on Fe2O3 particles which lead to recombination of 

dissociated O species, adsorbed on catalyst, as specified in the works of Reichert et al.
 
[88].  

 Under catalytic conditions, the decline was most prominent in the case of C2H2 followed by 

C2H4 and very minimal in terms of C2H6. Reduced formation of C2 species also signifies an 

enhanced combustion efficiency achieved under the catalytic conditions. Also an enhanced 

production of aldehyde (CH3CHO) and decline in methane species were observed on the 

addition of the precursor. These indicates that under the influence of the precursor, the 

second pathway (see Figure 2.2), involving the oxidation of ethanol to aldehyde by means of 

radicals, gains prominence. From Figure 3.9(d), it could also be seen that the aldehyde 

formation gets initiated much closer to the inlet port. The most plausible explanation is the 

enhanced decomposition of ethanol into acetaldehyde, since this path is potentially very 

viable [144] as well as due to the availability of excess surface area, as a result of iron oxide 

particle inception and growth, which enhances adsorption of the gas-phase reactants and their 

surface oxidation through a heterogeneous reaction mechanism.  The presence of O2 close to 

the fuel port, as seen from Figure 3.9(b), encourages the conversion of ethanol to CH3CHO 

as visualized in Figure 2.2. This pathway thus dominates other possible pathways and leads 

to enhanced formation of CH3CHO from ethanol. The further transformation of CH3CHO to 

methane through methyl radical was reduced as a result of scavenging of the H, O and OH 

radicals, while the formation of C2H6 from methyl radical was not particularly affected as it 

depended only on the third body species ‘M’ but not the radicals. In terms of NO distribution, 

the peak value was observed just above the flame under both fuels and was found to be 

reduced with the addition of the catalyst precursor. This can be attributed to the reduced peak 

temperatures experienced due to the additional thermal mass present in the form of iron oxide 

particles as well as due to the catalytic nature of iron oxide particles [89] . 
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  Overall, the addition of iron pentacarbonyl seems to be more effective in restricting soot 

precursor species in methane combustion as compared to that in ethanol. This is because in 

the case of ethanol combustion, various pathways contribute to the formation of these 

species, while lesser number of pathways is responsible for the production of these species in 

methane combustion, as seen from Figure 2.2. Significant decline in NO peak close to the 

flame under catalytic conditions was observed in both fuels. As the flame lies close to the 

interface of the iron catalyst laden fuel and oxidizer stream, considerable amount of Fe2O3 is 

produced at this location as shown by the XRD results of the collected sample in Figure 3.13. 

The formation of Fe2O3, as pointed out by Reichert et al.
 
[88]

 
 and Fennell et al. [89]

 
, 

provides surface sites for dissociative adsorption of O2, which is later transferred to soot-

catalyst interface to enhance soot oxidation as well as form complexes to facilitate the 

dissociation of  NO and its transformation to N2. Consequently, the best NO reduction results 

were observed at regions close to the flame on the fuel side. Also, the decline in the peak 

flame temperature by around a hundred degrees on the addition of Fe(CO)5 as shown in 

Figure 3.8 would also result in the reduction of thermal NO formation; however, the catalytic 

effect of Fe2O3 particles in NO is apparent from the considerable decline under catalytic 

combustion of methane at axial location of 6.5 mm, where the temperature under catalytic 

and non-catalytic conditions remain the same. In both fuels, the insignificant variance among 

species concentration in the radial direction in the non-catalytic cases could be explained due 

to diffusion of fuel outwards in the radial direction and possible reaction with the 

surrounding air outside the sampling domain. Under catalytic conditions, the concentration 

becomes significantly reduced with the distribution showing negligible variance in the radial 

direction thus highlighting uniform distribution of catalyst.  

3.6  Uncertainty in experimental analysis 

Probable sources of errors in the measurement include i) inherent limitations of the 

measuring instruments for the species (GC, FT-IR spectroscope, mass-flow controllers), 

spatial distances (Vernier Calipers) and temperature (thermocouple); ii) inaccuracies 
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associated with the sampling technique and iii) perturbations caused due to insertion of the 

probe into the flame and due to formation and deposition of particles on the microprobe 

under catalytic conditions at regions close to the flame. 

The calibration results of the GC and FTIR demonstrated the maximum error of 4% and 

5%, respectively. The flow controllers and rotameters have an associated system error of 1% 

as compared to the experimental results, the K-type thermocouple has an error band of +/- 

2.2
o
 C while the digital vernier calipers are accurate up to 0.01 mm. In order to address the 

risk of blockage in the microprobe itself due to the formation of iron oxide particles, 

extensive sampling was carried out with even larger sampling periods than that used in the 

study. Consistent results with acceptable error margins were achieved, under catalytic 

conditions, using a sampling time of 30 minutes; however, a lesser sampling time of 15 

minutes was utilized in the study. The perturbation in the flame could possibly be a source of 

error as the outer diameter of microprobe was of the order of flame thickness.    

3.7  Summary 

The influence of introducing iron pentacarbonyl precursor into a fuel combustion process 

in a counterflow arrangement was investigated in terms of emissions. The fuels analysed 

include methane and ethanol, the first one being one of the most commonly used 

hydrocarbons and the other one being the most commonly used renewable fuel, when derived 

from biomass. The results depicted excellent uniformity in the distribution of the precursors 

in the reaction zone indicating the merit of this configuration in conducting catalyst based 

fundamental combustion research. The results indicate that, while the iron pentacarbonyl 

additive enhances combustion efficiency and depicts exceptionally good results in 

suppressing soot precursors and NO especially in methane combustion, a relatively weaker 

effect was observed in ethanol combustion. The enhanced catalytic activity due to the 

precursor addition is likely attributed to the gas-phase chemistry of iron species that act as 

scavengers to consume reaction propagating species as well as to the heterogeneous reactions 

on iron oxide (Fe2O3) particles. These findings are also significant for evaluating the 
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effectiveness and feasibility of this catalyst injection method in industrial applications, as the 

conclusions reveal that the chemical additive (Fe(CO)5) injected into the fuel stream through 

the central port can be well transported to the whole flow field closer to the flame. 
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                                                                                      Chapter 4 

 

_________________________________________ 

Numerical analysis of hydrocarbon and nitric oxide emission 

reduction from iron pentacarbonyl loaded counterflow methane 

flame 

4.1 Overview 

  The present work focuses on deepening the understanding of interactions of iron species 

and key emissions (soot precursors and NO formation) pathways. It explores underlying 

issues, which are, otherwise, difficult to analyze by means of experimental analysis including 

investigating the role and ultimate fate of iron species through the analysis of kinetics of key 

iron species reactions in the flame and exploring their impact on the emission level. 

Numerical model is developed using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques 

and verified through experimental and literature data. A sensitivity analysis is carried out to 

understand the influence of input parameters, such as iron pentacarbonyl concentration and 

fuel fraction on emissions. The simulation results demonstrate a proportional decline in most 

C2 and NO species with increasing the concentration of precursor Fe(CO)5. The decline in 

NO and C2H2 emissions is found to demonstrate an increase with increasing the fuel fraction. 

Beyond a certain threshold the enhanced fuel fraction enlarges the radical pool sufficiently 

enough to overwhelm the additional iron reaction pathways responsible for radical 

scavenging and consequently the emission reduction declines. Higher temperatures result in 

activation of new iron pathways, which lead to a higher emission reduction.  
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4.2 Introduction 

 Challenges exist in understanding the formation mechanism of iron oxide species in their 

condensed phase counterparts and their roles in emission reduction. In the literature, most 

research has focused on the inhibition effects of Fe(CO)5 on the flame speed,  the in-flame 

nanoparticle formation process and experimental soot reduction using fuel doped iron 

precursors in engines. A better understanding of the interplay between the formation of iron 

oxides and the methane combustion mechanism will help develop better correlation between 

the operating parameters for combustors and optimal outputs in terms of fuel efficiency and 

emissions. Two key outcomes are expected out of precursor assisted combustion: first, the 

combustion efficiency may be changed due to the change of the fuel/air ratio and mixing of 

different flow patterns (axial and radial flow) and secondly, catalytic combustion may be 

altered significantly due to the catalytic nature of the gas phase iron, iron oxide particles and 

iron clusters. While the flame inhibiting characteristics of iron pentacarbonyl decomposition 

in flames have been documented for premixed H2/O2 flames [105], a comprehensive 

understanding of their interdependency along with the impact on emissions is lacking in the 

case of hydrocarbon fuels based diffusion flames. 

  While the potency of iron pentacarbonyl in achieving C2 and NO species reduction was 

established through experimental analysis of the emissions and flame structure using a 

counterflow burner as described in Chapter 3, the limitations of that study include its 

inability to distinguish the emission reduction due to gas phase reactions from that due to 

heterogeneous catalytic reactions between iron species and hydrocarbon combustion 

intermediates and products. Due to the unique geometry of the counterflow burners and the 

location of the flat flame being close to the mid-plane (lying at an axial distance of 10 mm), 

it is observed that while the formation of particles, responsible for heterogeneous catalysis, is 

mainly restricted to the flame region in the experimental study, the gas phase iron species is 

predicted to occur at upstream locations from the modeling studies in literature. As a result, it 

remains important to assess the impact of both gas phase and heterogeneous reactions 

separately. Experimental analysis was limited to Gas Chromatography and Fourier 
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Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy in Chapter 3 with the absence of quantitative diagnostics 

for the iron species measurement. The present numerical study focuses on bridging this gap 

through the analysis of formation of emissions, iron, iron oxide and hydroxide species and 

developing an understanding of their mutual dependency in a precursor laden counterflow 

methane diffusion flame. This study utilizes the available gas phase mechanisms for methane 

combustion, iron pentacarbonyl decomposition, iron clusterization and iron species formation 

without considering the heterogeneous reactions between iron and absorbed hydrocarbons.  

4.3 Numerical modeling 

  Two numerical models are developed for the non-catalytic and catalytic cases, respectively. 

Each has a two-dimensional axi-symmetrical steady-state geometry comprising of solid and 

fluid domains which incorporates mass, momentum and energy balances through continuity, 

Navier-Stokes and energy equations using ICEM and FLUENT CFD packages. This 

geometry consists of two burners separated by a distance of 20 mm and surrounding region. 

The lower burner has a concentric central tube for the injection of iron precursor laden carrier 

gas. The dimensions of the geometry are presented in Figure 4.1 while the boundary 

conditions, based on the experimental operating conditions, are listed in Table 4.1.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                            

Figure 4.1: Computational geometry of counterflow burner system with meshing 
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  Meshing is finer in the region close to the opening of both burners while relatively coarser 

near the surroundings. Mesh independence testing is done in order to identify and resolve any 

effects of numerical setup on the final results (results shown in Figure A-1 in Appendix). The 

minimum face area of 2.645 x 10
-4

 m
2
 is used along with 7600 nodes and 14741 faces. The 

convergence criterion of 10
-6

 is used for all the residuals except for the iron species for which 

a residual of 10
-5 

is used due to its slow convergence rate.  Boundary conditions in the two 

models remain the same except for the absence of iron precursor in the case of non-catalytic 

model. The volume flow rates of gases calculated before entering the burner system are 

converted to velocities and used as boundary conditions at the regions specified as velocity 

inlet in Table 4.1. The governing equations include conservation of mass, momentum and 

Table 4.1:  Inputs for the base catalytic methane combustion case with reference to Figure 4.1 

labeling 

 
Velocity 

Inlet 
Wall 

Pressure 

Inlet 

Pressure 

Outlet 
Centreline 

Regions 2,3,11 4,5,6,7 8,9 10 1 

Temperature 

(K) 
288.15 300 288.15 

288.15 

(Backflow only) 
N/A 

Species flow 

 
Fuel Stream 

Oxidizer 

Stream 
Precursor stream 

N2 CH4 O2 Air N2 

Fe(CO)5 

(ppm) 

Flow Rate 

(l/min) 
13 1.395 3.44 10.24 0.015  

Mole Fraction 0.903 0.097 0.41 0.59 0.9925 7853 

Reynold’s 

Number 
360 342 7.14  

  Strain Rate (s
-1

) 17 

Pressure (atm) 1 
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energy as shown in equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5), respectively. Equation (4.4) 

accounts for the viscosity of the gaseous mixture. 
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(4.3)       

                                                           i iiy                                                                  (4.4) 

  Equation (4.5) represents the energy equation. Radiation is accounted for by incorporating 

the molecular radiationto the numerical model. 
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  The multispecies mass transport in the whole gaseous computational domain is described by 

equation (4.6). It solves for the fluxes of each species in terms of mole fraction. Equation 

(4.6) accounts for diffusion, convection and reaction source/sink term.  The source/sink term 

is determined from the reaction kinetics of the used mechanism. 
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  Here  , t , u , h ,T and m   represents the density, time, velocity, enthalpy, temperature, mass 

flux of the bulk flow, respectively while m   represents the mass production rate of species 

formed/consumed in the reaction. Subscript ‘i' relates the property to individual species in the 

bulk mixture while  x ,Y , k ,  , D , , a  depict any specified spatial direction, mass fraction 

of individual species in bulk mixture, thermal conductivity coefficient, viscosity, diffusivity 

coefficient, Stefan’s constant and absorption coefficient, respectively. The gas phase reaction 

mechanisms include: i) GRI 3.0 mechanism [24]
 
for gas phase methane combustion for both 

catalytic and non-catalytic models respectively; ii) iron pentacarbonyl decomposition into gas 

phase iron atoms by Rumminger et al. [91]
 
; iii) their further clusterization (Fen with highest 

n=16) and subsequent reactions mechanisms by Wen et al. [102] for the catalytic model and; 

iv) interaction of iron species with reaction propagating radicals like H, O and OH  by 

Rumminger et al. [91]
 
and Wlokas et al. [105] for the catalytic model. Similar modeling 

approaches, with regard to the use of mechanisms, have been adopted in the works of Kluge 

et al. [103], Poliak et al. [104] and Feroughi et al. [142]
 
. Their respective kinetic and 

transport data are also taken from the literature [91] [102] [24]
 
. The present study restricts 

iron cluster size ‘n’ to 16 so as to reduce computational cost.  

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Model validation 

   To ensure validity of the present model, it is compared with other models incorporating 

similar chemistry as well as with experimental results. Numerical modeling results for 

counterflow flames like that of Flame A as specified in the work of Bufferand et al. [145], 

those achieved by Sahu et al. [146] and those from the experimental work of Smooke et al. 

[147] are compared against the results from developed non-catalytic model incorporated with 
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their respective boundary conditions. The two reference models (Flame A from Bufferand et 

al. [145] and another flame from Sahu et al. [146]) simulated counterflow methane 

combustion using the GRI 3.0 mechanism.  

Figure 4.2(a) highlights the comparison of temperature distribution profiles under catalytic 

and non-catalytic conditions achieved through the developed numerical model with both 

experimental and numerical results, available from literature. On comparing against the 

available models from Bufferand et al. [148] and Sahu et al. [146], it can be observed that the 

predicted profile is closely analogous to that in the literature. Figure 4.2(a) also highlights the 

results obtained under experimental analysis and compares it with the predicted temperature 

distribution profiles from the developed catalytic and non-catalytic models, simulated under 

the same boundary conditions. The velocities at both the burners are calculated from the 

known volume flow rate of the fuel into the burner. The modeling results are found to 

accurately predict the maximum temperatures under both non-catalytic and catalytic 

conditions with better agreement in the case of non-catalytic model. The difference between 

the measured temperature and model predicted temperature on the oxidizer side under 

catalytic conditions can be attributed to the hot flame-synthesized particles escaping to the 

oxidizer side resulting in higher temperatures being measured. The distribution trends of 

major species, predicted using the developed model and experimental results from Smooke et 

al. [147], also demonstrate a high degree of similarity as shown in Figure 4.2(b). 

 In order to validate the combined iron mechanism used in the developed model, it is 

compared against the methane combustion model containing 100 ppm of iron pentacarbonyl 

precursor, as proposed in Rumminger et al. [91] in which the iron reaction mechanism used 

does not account for iron clusterization. Figure 4.2(c) shows the iron species distribution 

trend predicted by the present model to those illustrated in the literature. The results in Figure 

4.2(c) demonstrate extensive qualitative similarity between the simulation and the available 

literature results, highlighting the effectiveness of the combined mechanism in iron species 

prediction. 
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           (a)                                                                          (b) 

                

                                  

                                                                                           (c) 

                             Figure 4.2: Validation of the (a) temperature; (b) CH4, O2 and N2 species from  

                             the developed model with simulation data from literature [146] [148] and; (c) iron  

                            oxide and hydroxide species from developed model and simulation data from  

                            literature [91] 
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 (a) Velocity magnitude-non catalytic  (b) Velocity magnitude-catalytic    (c) Temperature-non catalytic                                                                                           

                                 

      (d)  Temperature- catalytic               (e) Methane -catalytic                        (f) CO-catalytic 

                                     

           (g)  Fe(OH)2                                           (h)  FeO2                                    (i) Fe8 clusters 

         Figure 4.3: Contours of (a) velocity magnitude vector non-catalytic; (b) velocity magnitude   

         vector catalytic; (c) temperature non-catalytic; (d) temperature catalytic; (e) methane catalytic;  

         (f) CO catalytic; (g) Fe(OH)2 ; (h) FeO2 and (i) Fe8 clusters 
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4.4.2 Model prediction 

Figure 4.3 shows the contours of the temperature and other species as obtained from the 

simulation. A decrease in the maximum velocity is observed under catalytic conditions, the 

temperature rise is observed to be more restricted spatially in the case of catalytic 

combustion. The distribution of the main iron products is also observed close to the 

centreline of the burner although significant amount of methane can be found at the periphery 

of the burner. Another important result is the upstream shift of the stagnant plane, towards 

the fuel port, by a distance of 0.5 mm under catalytic condition as shown in Figure A-3 in 

Appendix A. This shift hints on the change in the composition of the product species in the 

combustion reaction under catalytic conditions, which is also verified by the results in 

Chapter 3 as lesser emission products are detected.  

Figure 4.4 sheds light on the model predicted C2 soot precursor species distribution with 

reference to the experimental results. The modeling results are found to closely-predict the 

distribution of C2H4 and C2H6 under both catalytic and non-catalytic conditions, while under-

predicting C2H2 under non-catalytic conditions. The effect of precursor addition is visible in 

terms of the significant decline in the peak values of the species under both modeling and 

experimental results. Figure 4.5 shows the distributions of CO and NO for the model 

prediction and the measurement. The modeling results are found to under-predict NO under 

both the catalytic and non-catalytic conditions as compared to the experimental results; 

though, qualitatively, they follow the same trend and highlight the effect of emission 

reduction due to precursor addition. The model prediction for CO under non-catalytic 

conditions is found to be slightly less than that witnessed experimentally while that predicted 

under catalytic conditions is found to demonstrate its peak at an upstream location as 

compared to experimental results. The CO peak under catalytic conditions is larger than that 

predicted by the non-catalytic model, which is a deviation from the observations in the 

experimental results which showed a decline in CO on adding Fe(CO)5. This discrepancy 
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could be attributed to the iron pentacarbonyl decomposition parameters in the reaction 

mechanism, some of which were estimated in oxygen-free environment.  
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                 Figure 4.5: Modeling and experimental results of CO and NO distribution  

                 under catalytic and non-catalytic conditions 

 

             

               

Figure 4.4: Modeling and experimental results of C2 species distribution under  

   catalytic and non-catalytic conditions 
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Moreover, a wide range of variation has been reported in the rate constants of some of the 

association reactions from lower to higher iron carbonyls [149]. The CO profile under 

catalytic modeling condition resembles a combination of two separate peaks, which is 

representative of CO evolved from Fe(CO)5 decomposition and CO from partial combustion 

of fuel. 

Figure 4.6 highlights these rates of key constitutive reactions for the prompt NO and 

thermal NO mechanism under both the catalytic and non-catalytic cases. From the figure, it 

can be observed that while both thermal and prompt NO reactions are weakened with 

increasing the precursor concentration; the reactions contributing to the thermal NO are 

affected more significantly as compared to the reactions impacting the prompt NO.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This model is utilized to investigate other aspects of precursor assisted emission reduction 

which could not be addressed in the experimental investigation. It is important to track the 

final fate of iron that was hitherto injected in the form of iron precursor so as to understand 

                           

                Figure 4.6:  Reaction rates for the formation of prompt-NO and thermal-NO 

                as calculated from the developed models 
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its role in the emission reduction mechanism. Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of iron 

species and clusters along the central axis of the burner under the base catalytic conditions. 

From Figure 4.7, Fe8 is observed to be the most dominant while no significant quantities of 

any other lower order iron cluster (Fe-Fe7) are observed. Wen et al. [102], in their work, have 

considered higher order clusters (Fe16 and beyond) to be representative of incepted iron 

particles, and thus the present model could be used to provide a fair estimate of particle 

formation. The presence of various oxides of iron is also witnessed primarily on the fuel side 

with FeO2 being the dominant oxide species below the flame while Fe(OH)2 dominates 

closer to the flame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.2.1 Effect of precursor concentration  

The impact of precursor concentration is also explored on key species in the emissions. 

Apart from the base catalytic case having precursor concentration of 7853 ppm, lower 

precursor concentrations of 1500 and 5000 ppm are also explored. Figure 4.8 highlights the 

relationship between O and OH radicals, NO, C2H2, C2H4 emissions and the iron precursor 

concentration. It can be observed that C2 and NO species along with O and OH radicals 

   

Figure 4.7: Distribution of simulated a) iron oxides, hydroxides and; b) iron cluster along the 

centreline 
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demonstrate a decline in their peak values with increasing the precursor concentration. Also 

worth noting is the shift of their peak values downstream toward the oxidizer port with 

increasing the precursor concentration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.2.2 Effect of methane fraction 

In order to ascertain the potency of iron pentacarbonyl at higher temperatures, emission 

profiles under base catalytic conditions with different methane fractions in the fuel stream 

were determined, while maintaining the same 7853 ppm of Fe(CO)5. Higher methane 

fractions of 0.15 and 0.2 are selected for comparison apart from the base case. Figures 4.9 

and 4.10 highlight the impact of higher fuel fraction on temperature, CO, NO and C2 species 

distribution. Higher temperatures are observed with increasing methane fraction, which 

demonstrates that the increasing combustion enthalpy due to methane addition plays a more 

important role in determining the flame temperature. This is also in line with the results of 

Som et al. [150] , in which the impact of higher and lower H2 fractions in fuel stream on 

temperature was analyzed.  

                                               

            Figure 4.8: Profiles of OH, NO, O and C2 species under various concentrations of the precursor  
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  Figure 4.9:  Impact of higher CH4 fraction on temperature, CH4, CO and NO emissions 

                                                                                                

                Figure 4.10: Impact of higher CH4 fraction on C2 species under catalytic                                                      

                and non-catalytic conditions 
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With higher temperatures, increased emissions of NO, CO and C2 species are observed in 

both the catalytic and non-catalytic cases except in the case of C2H6 under non-catalytic 

conditions in Figure 4.10, which decreases at higher temperatures. The catalytic decline in 

species is found to be more profound at higher fuel fractions with C2H6, NO and CO showing 

considerably larger decline at higher fuel fractions, while the magnitude of temperature 

decline due to catalyst addition seems to remain unaffected by increasing fuel fraction. 

Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the dominant iron oxide and hydroxide species under 

different CH4 fractions. While FeO demonstrates an increase, other species like FeO2, FeOH 

and Fe(OH)2 decline with increasing fuel fraction. The FeO2 peak, which is formed below the 

flame, is found to move further upstream with increasing fuel fraction. Fe(OH)2 , FeO and 

FeOH peak at a location close to the flame; however, only Fe(OH)2 exhibits similar upstream 

shift of the peak. Higher temperatures are found to lead to an increased proportion of FeO2 

and FeO in the resultant iron oxides and hydroxide species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

                  Figure 4.11: Impact of higher CH4 fraction on iron species 
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Figure 4.12 highlights the net reaction rates of key iron species with positive and negative 

rates reflecting formation and consumption of the species, respectively. In the case of 

FeO2, the trend demonstrates an initial increase followed by a decline into the negative 

region, which again returns to the neutral state above the flame. The trend is found to shift 

downstream initially and the reaction rate is found to decrease with increasing methane 

fraction on the fuel port side with an almost invariant value being obtained at methane 

fraction of 0.2. For Fe(OH)2, the net reaction rate trend changes from exhibiting a normal 

distribution around the flame at the methane fraction of 0.1 to a wave like structure 

exhibiting an initial rise followed by a fall at higher methane fractions of 0.15 and 0.2 with 

the reaction rates shifting progressively towards the negative region. In the region just above 

the flame, the gradient of their net reaction rates under the methane fraction of 0.15 and 0.2 

turns positive with the reaction rate returning to a net neutral value.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  For species FeO and FeOH, their reaction rate is found to be net positive close to the flame 

location while demonstrating net negative rates in regions distant from the flame and towards 

                                              

Figure 4.12: Variation of net reaction rate of key iron species with mole fraction of methane 
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the reactant ports.  For FeO, higher methane fractions of 0.15 and 0.2 lead to the highest 

production rate at the flame and the highest consumption rate in regions further away from 

the flame, respectively. In the case of FeOH, higher methane fractions induced an initial 

consumption followed by an increased production of the species that occurs at an upstream 

location closer to the fuel port. This is followed by a rapid decline occurring above the flame 

in the oxidizer side. The net reaction rate trend of FeOH witnessed a progressive shift 

towards positive reaction rates at higher methane fractions. 

4.5 Discussion 

The developed model, while not accounting for experimental uncertainties such as the 

flame perturbation effect due to probe sampling and not including iron-oxide clusters in the 

mechanism due to the absence of their kinetic data, is still found to predict with reasonable 

accuracy the distribution of temperature and key species; therefore, successfully capturing 

the impact of Fe(CO)5. The catalytic modeling results for C2 species, as observed from 

Figure 4.4, mostly over-predict experimental results, which could be due to the fact the 

developed model does not account for the heterogeneous surface reactions over the formed 

iron oxide. As per the findings of Reichert et al.
 
[88]

 
 and Fennell et al. [89], these iron oxide 

particles act as a source of atomic oxygen, which is transferred to the soot particles through 

soot-catalyst interface leading to their reduction. Another reason for the emission reduction is 

the scavenging of reaction propagating radicals like O, H, OH by the major Fe species in gas 

phase as has been noted in the works of Wlokas et al. [105], thus establishing a correlation 

between the emission reduction and the formation of FeO2, FeOH and Fe(OH)2. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.8, where radicals undergo a decline with increasing the iron 

pentacarbonyl concentration and a retarding effect is experienced in the combustion process.  

The formation of C2H6, C2H4 and ultimately C2H2 from methane is a serial reaction process 

progressing in the same order as described by Turns [18], aided by the reaction propagating 

radicals O, H and OH. The abstraction of these radicals by iron species is thus found to 

hamper the formation of these C2 radicals, thereby curtailing their emissions. An upstream 
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shift of the stagnation plane, as seen from Figure A-2 in Appendix A, also indicates 

momentum loss on the fuel side possibly due to faster decomposition of methane into other 

products and also results in an enhanced penetration of oxygen from the oxidizer port 

towards the fuel port.  

It is observed from the combined mechanism that as Fe(CO)5 breaks down, two competing 

mechanisms struggle for the gas phase iron atoms: one leading to their formation of clusters; 

while the other involves their reaction with the reaction propagating radicals. The 

concentration of the larger iron clusters remains insignificant close to the fuel port and show 

further decline on the oxidizer side due to the presence of an oxygen lean environment. From 

Figures 4.11-4.12, it can be determined that while FeO2 and Fe(OH)2  are the  key final 

products; higher temperatures closer to flame activate pathways leading to the formation of  

FeO at the cost of FeO2 , FeOH and Fe(OH)2 while the production of these other species is 

shifted upstream closer to the fuel port. In order to further validate this, the contribution of 

individual reactions from the overall mechanism towards the production and consumption of 

key iron species specified in literature [105]
 
, is analyzed with respect to methane fraction.  

The key reactions from the mechanism, found to have the greatest contribution towards 

major iron species from the modeling results, are depicted in Table 4.2 along with their 

reaction parameters. These reactions are found to be similar to those mentioned in the works 

of Gerasimov et al. [151]  and Wlokas et al. [105]
 
. Figure 4.13 illustrates the reaction rates 

of key iron species reactions from Table 4.2 at different methane mole fractions.  Reactions 

1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 9 from Table 4.2 demonstrate their enhanced reaction rates with increasing 

the methane fraction, although reactions 4 and 9 do exhibit a degree of saturation in their 

reaction rates beyond the the mole fraction of 0.15. Reactions 3, 5 and 6 show an initial 

increase followed by a rapid decline. This decline in the reaction rate of these specific 

reactions can be attributed to other reactions, involving the consumption of reactant species 

FeO2 and FeOH, becoming thermally activated at elevated temperatures. This can be seen 

from the trend of R7 in Figure 4.13 between axial distance of 6 to 8 mm, where there is no 

significant increase even at methane mole fraction of 0.2, as well as from Figure 4.12, where 
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there is a decline in the net reaction rate of FeO2 and FeOH with increasing the methane 

fraction from 0.15 to 0.2 within the same axial range. From Figure 4.13 it is observed that the 

conversion of FeOH to Fe(OH)2 is not direct but happens through the formation of 

intermediate FeO as the reaction rates of R4 and R5 convert FeOH to FeO remains an order 

higher than that of R6 converting FeOH to Fe(OH)2 even at the high methane mole fraction 

of 0.2. This is also reflected in an increase in the net formation rate of FeO at the flame, 

which coincides with the decline in Fe(OH)2 as shown in Figure 4.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Major reactions contributing to the formation and consumption of key iron species as 

seen from simulation results 

Reaction 

No. Reactions 

K= AT
B 

exp(-EA/RT)  

A 

(mol.cm.sec.K) 
B 

EA 

(cal/mol) 
Reference 

1 Fe+O2(+M) FeO2(+M) 2.00E+13 0 0 Rumminger et al. [91] 

2 
     FeO2+OHFeOH+O2 1.00E+13 0 11992.7 Wlokas et al. [105] 

3        FeO2+OFeO+O2 1.50E+14 0 1499.3 Wlokas et al. [105] 

4 
       FeOH+OFeO+OH 5.00E+13 0 1499.3 Wlokas et al. [105] 

5 
   FeOH+HFeO+H2 1.50E+14 0 1598.6 Wlokas et al. [105] 

6 
FeOH+OH Fe(OH)2 6.00E+11 0 0 Rumminger et al. [91] 

7 
Fe(OH)2+HFeOH+H2O 1.98E+14 0 599.7 Rumminger et al. [91] 

8         Fe(OH)2+OH 

        FeOOH+H2O 
1.00E+13 0 17990.1 Rumminger et al. [91] 

9 FeO+H2O  Fe(OH)2 

 
1.62E+13 0           0            Wlokas et al. [105] 
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The key impact of increased temperature as a result of higher methane fraction is a 

significant enhancement of the reaction kinetics of methane combustion and iron oxide and 

hydroxide formation. While the lower temperature contributes to lesser thermal NOx, the 

emission reduction in the case of C2H4 and C2H6 species is found to be the highest in the case 

of fuel fraction of 0.1, while the emission reduction in the case of C2H2 species is highest at 

the fuel fraction of 0.2. This is due to the fact that although there is an increase in the radical 

pool at higher fuel fraction contributing to enhanced formation of C2 species as shown in 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the iron oxide species formation is greatly enhanced as well, thereby, 

increasing the scavenging of the radicals as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Since C2H2 is 

the final product in a linear serial mechanism derived from C2H4 and C2H6, as highlighted in 

the methane combustion mechanism in Figure 2.1, the impact of enhanced scavenging by 

            

   Figure 4.13: Rates of some of the iron reactions specified in Table 4.2 with different      

  methane fractions 
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iron species results in a greater reduction of C2H2 as compared to C2H4 and C2H6 at higher 

fuel fractions. 

4.6 Summary 

The present work numerically analyzes the iron precursor assisted emission reduction 

process in a counterflow methane diffusion flame in order to better understand the underlying 

catalytic process and factors that influence it. The developed model was validated against 

numerical and experimental data from the literature. The emission reduction process was 

attributed to the scavenging of the reaction propagating radicals by the iron species formed in 

flame. Most of the emissions were found to decrease with increasing precursor concentration 

with the gradient declining at higher precursor concentrations. The enhanced fuel fraction 

increases the availability of fuel resulting in higher temperatures, which, upon addition of 

iron precursor, activates certain temperature dependent iron reaction pathways, which, in 

turn, enhances the radical scavenging process. However, beyond a certain threshold the 

enhanced fuel fraction enlarges the radical pool sufficiently enough to overwhelm the 

additional iron reaction pathways responsible for radical scavenging and consequently the 

emission reduction declines. It highlights the reduced potency of precursor in reducing 

emissions at higher temperatures and oxidizer rich environment and therefore the precursor 

injection should primarily be restricted in the fuel rich region.  
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Chapter 5 

 

____________________________________________ 

Particle sampling and growth analysis in a counterflow methane 

flame using Scanning Mobility Particle Scanner (SMPS)  

5.1 Overview 

  The addition of metal additives to fuel is being explored as a possible method for emission 

control due to in-flame synthesis of iron oxides, which acts as a catalyst for achieving cleaner 

combustion. The particle evolution process governs the particle size that determines the 

available specific surface area for catalysis. Using a counterflow burner configuration 

enables better visualization of the particle evolution process due to the formation of distinct 

fuel rich and fuel lean regions and also provides ease of sampling. This chapter focuses on 

analyzing the impact of iron pentacarbonyl on the particle evolution process in a counterflow 

methane diffusion flame through mapping of particle parameters from various axial and 

radial locations near the flame by means of an orifice. This is followed by the analysis of 

geometric mean particle diameter, mean particle concentration and particle size distribution 

using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and the analysis of particles’ morphology 

using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), under both non-catalytic and catalytic 

conditions. The results highlight enhanced particle inception at lower temperatures with 

reduced mean particle size under catalytic conditions, indicating enhanced presence of 

smaller sized particles. The result also hints at the possible encapsulation of smaller iron 

oxide particles within larger soot particles.  
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5.2 Introduction 

The use of transition metal additives in reducing emissions during fuel combustion results 

in the aerosol flame synthesis of metal oxide catalyst particles in the flame under an oxygen 

lean environment [152]. As specific metal oxides have demonstrated strong catalytic 

potential for oxidation of soot on account of their enhanced oxygen mobility within the 

crystal lattice [70] [71], it is vital to explore physical parameters associated with the particle 

evolution process. As the catalysis process is governed by the available specific surface area 

[153] [154], it becomes imperative to monitor parameters like size, concentration and size 

distribution at various stages of the combustion process  in order to develop a fundamental 

understanding of the particle evolution process, which could later be used for optimizing the 

operating conditions for best results. As there are multiple factors influencing the particle 

evolution process, there is a need to simplify the process so as to isolate the factors 

influencing the process and study their respective influence. The counterflow flame is, 

therefore, quite suited for this application as it can be considered as an approximation of 

laminar flamelets, which constitute a turbulent diffusion flame [107], thus being more 

representative of actual combustors like furnaces, gas turbines and diesel engines. It assists in 

simplifying the analysis since under counterflow conditions, the time scale of the chemical 

reactions is much smaller compared to the diffusion and convective time scales [106]. The 

objective of this study is to develop a methodology for particle sampling over a counterflow 

diffusion methane flame and carry out the sampling to shed light on the underlying evolution 

process.  

5.3 Experimental setup and methodology 

  In the present work, the mean particle size, number concentration and size distribution are 

measured from various locations of a counterflow, laminar methane flame bearing iron 

precursor by means of a GRIMM Aerosol Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer. Scanning 

mobility particle sizer (SMPS) is capable of determining particle size distribution and total 

particle concentration in almost real-time. The SMPS system comprises of i) Medium-
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Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) (GRIMM Model 5.706) for segregating the 

polydispersed particles into mono-dispersed bins on account of their varying electrical 

mobility and; ii) Faraday Cup Electrometer (FCE) (GRIMM Model 5.706)) for measuring the 

concentration of the segregated charged particles. While the FCE is capable of high 

resolution and therefore exhibits good accuracy in detecting particles from 0.8 nm to 1100 

nm [155], the medium sized DMA restricts the detection limit from 8 to 500 nm. The sample 

flow, sheath flow, channel width etc. are controlled by means of an external console. The 

particles are initially charged and then classified by varying the applied voltage in a stepwise 

manner, causing smaller diameter particles to deviate first towards the detector, followed by 

larger particles.  The sample flow determines the sample size flowing into the device by 

means of a built-in pump in the device while the sheath flow assists in reducing particle loss 

and enhancing the resolution [155]. The device uses a filter to accumulate the charge on the 

nanoparticles and an amplifier to convert the electrical charges on the nanoparticles to 

voltages by using a resistor of 2.5 TΩ. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     Figure 5.1:  Schematic of the counter-flow burner and SMPS arrangement 
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  The details of the counterflow burner apparatus and the methane flame parameters are 

specified in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. The sampling technique, developed by Zhao et al. 

[125], involving the use of an orifice bearing tube is modified in the present study to achieve 

sampling under a counterflow flame. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic of the setup. A steel 

tube, of specified length (see Table 5.1) and ¼” O.D, is connected to a mass flow controller 

and is placed on a movable platform which provides axial and radial movement. An orifice of 

fixed diameter is made on the tubing for the purpose of sampling. A high flow rate of 

nitrogen is passed through the steel tubing to minimize particle agglomeration in the 

incoming sample line as well as to entrain the particles in the flow and direct them to the 

SMPS. Different orifice diameters are chosen to vary the dilution ratios. This orifice is placed 

at different locations between the two burners using the movable platform and is used to 

draw samples from the flame by means of a pump. The vacuum pressure is estimated by 

means of two digital pressure gauges placed upstream and downstream of the orifice. A 

secondary tube, placed next to the downstream pressure gauge, diverts some amount of 

sample into the SMPS system. 100% isokinetic sampling is assumed in the study while the 

amount of sample drawn is controlled by the SMPS console.  

  Other studies employing ethylene, a known soot precursor, as the fuel have utilized a high 

diluent flow rate of 29.5 slm [125] [156]. The present experimental setup utilizes methane 

fuel, which has lesser propensity to produce soot and would therefore not require such high 

diluent flow rate [135]. In order to determine the diluent nitrogen flow rate, it is important to 

consider additional constraints that accompany the use of a counterflow burner. While an 

increased nitrogen flow would ensure high dilution rates, it is equally important to ensure 

that: i) the flat laminar flame remains undisturbed; ii) a suction pressure is maintained at the 

orifice and; iii) a steady flow from the sample line is maintained towards the SMPS. 

Addressing all these criteria, it was determined that a diluent N2 flow rate of 10.5 slm was 

adequate. Equations (5.1)-(5.4) are used to determine the dilution ratio [125] . 

                                                                                                       (5.1) 
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(       )                    (5.3) 

                                                                                        
  

  
                                        (5.4) 

In these equations,    and    are the respective pressures upstream and downstream of the 

orifice, respectively.   ,    and    represent the pressure at the orifice, sample flow through 

the orifice and diameter of the orifice, respectively.    represents the dilution ratio while    

represents the Nitrogen flow rate.    and   represent the distance between both the pressure 

gauges and the distance from the upstream pressure gauge to the orifice, respectively,   

represents the dynamic viscosity as calculated through numerical modeling,   represents the 

coefficient based on experimentation,   represents the pipe thickness and   represents the  

ratio of temperature at the orifice to that of the ambient. Table 5.1 below highlights the key 

parameters for sampling process used in the present work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The total particle concentration ( ) which represents the total number of particles in 1 cm
3
 

and the gradient of particle concentration with respect to the log of its diameter         

Table 5.1: Key parameters and their values used in the present study 

Parameters Values 

Distance between the pressure gauges   19 cm 

Distance between upstream pressure gauge 

and orifice   

11.5 cm 

Sheath air flow rate 5 litres/min 

Sample flow rate 1 litre/min 

Nitrogen flow rate (  ) 10.5 litres/min 

 Number of mono-dispersed channels  24 

Thickness of steel tube ( ) 1.05 mm 
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(dN/d(log Dp)) for each bin, respectively, are derived from the SMPS after subtracting the 

background, which is obtained under the diluent nitrogen flow. The upper limit of the bin ‘i’ 

is Dp,u while lower limit is specified by Dp,l . The channel size (         ) and the average 

bin diameter are determined through the number of channels being used for the analysis. 

Equation (5.5) is utilized to determine the particle concentration in each channel [157].    is 

assumed to be approximately the midpoint of the i
th

 channel. 

                                         
  

 (     )
  (               )         (5.5) 

From the particle concentration in the individual channels, the geometric mean diameter of 

the sample, across all the channels, is derived using equation (5.6)-(5.7) [157]. 

                                                        (∏  
  )                            (5.6) 

                                                              ∑                                 (5.7) 

  Here    and     represents the particle concentration and the midpoint particle diameter at 

the i
th

 channel, respectively. It is important to estimate the degree of coagulation happening 

in the sampling line from the probe location to the SMPS in order to develop a 

comprehensive understanding of the particle evolution process and highlight any possible 

limitations of the present method. The average coagulation coefficient for a polydispersed 

aerosol was estimated from Table 12.4 from the work of Hinds [158]. The residence time of 

the sample, from the probe to SMPS, in the sampling line is calculated to be around 54 

miliseconds. Using the most polydispersed geometric standard deviation of 2.5, the average 

coagulation coefficient is found to range between 50.9 X 10
-10

 to 10.1 X 10
-10

 cm
3
/s for 

median diameter size ranging from 10 nm to 500 nm, respectively. The degree of coagulation 

is estimated from equation (5.8).  

                                                      
           ( )

      
  

        ̅ 

          ̅ 
                         (5.8) 

Here            /       represents the fraction of particles that has undergone coagulation, 

while        represent the total number of particles. The residence time is represented by τ 

while  ̅ represents the average coagulation coefficient.   
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5.4 Results 

The vacuum generated by means of the pump is carefully balanced against the diluent 

nitrogen stream to achieve the required level of suction without influencing the flame. Under 

conditions of valve being 100% open, Figure 5.2 shows that the dilution ratios decrease with 

increasing the orifice diameter as more sample is drawn in with a higher orifice diameter. 

The dilution ratios at various radial locations do not vary from that detected at the central 

axis (r=0 mm). An increase in the dilution ratio is found to occur with increasing the axial 

direction from the fuel port with its peak being achieved close to the flame location, beyond 

which a decline is witnessed in the trend. This increase is largely due to a combination of 

increasing temperatures, viscosity as well decreasing orifice pressure at locations closer to 

the flame. The lowest dilution ratio under the orifice diameters of 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm and 1 

mm are roughly 1050, 480 and 150, respectively. The dilution ratio is utilized to estimate the 

actual particle concentration at different locations from the detected particle density. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

Figure 5.2:  Dilution rates at different axial and radial location for various orifice diameters             

            Figure 5.2:  Dilution rates at different locations for various orifice diameters 
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5.4.1 Particle concentration and geometric mean particle size measurements  

  Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 highlight the spatial distribution of the geometric mean particle 

size and particle concentration under both non-catalytic and catalytic conditions using orifice 

sizes of 0.5 mm and 1 mm, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
Figure 5.3:  Total particle concentration and geometric mean particle size under non-

catalytic and catalytic conditions sampled with an orifice size of 0.5 mm 

 

 

 

                                                                           
Figure 5.4: Total particle concentration and geometric mean particle size under non-

catalytic and catalytic conditions with an orifice size of 1 mm 
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Under non-catalytic conditions, the measurements are carried out at the radial distances of 

0 and 5 mm, respectively, from the burner axis in order to account for presence of concentric 

tube at the fuel port for precursor injection. Under both orifice sizes, the particle 

concentration and mean size are marginally higher at the radial distance of 5 mm, than that 

seen at the radial distance of 0 mm between axial distances of 3-5 mm from fuel port, as seen 

from Figures 5.3 and 5.4. No significant difference in the particle concentration and mean 

particle size values is detected at other downstream locations on account of their radial 

location. This is due to the fact that the concentric tube, used solely for precursor injection, 

lies at the centre (radial distance 0 mm) of the fuel port and no methane is injected through 

that tube leading to reduced soot formation. At locations further downstream at r = 0 mm, the 

diffusion of methane from radial direction brings the methane concentration as well as 

particle formation to same levels as that at the radial locations. Under non-catalytic 

conditions, the maximum average particle size is found to be around 82 nm and the 

maximum particle concentration is around 2.01 X 10
6
 per cm

3
 at the axial distance of 

approximately 6.5 mm and 5.5 mm, respectively, from the fuel port as measured under both 

orifice sizes. On comparing the results between the two orifice sizes of 0.5 mm and 1 mm, 

higher values of mean particle size along with lower particle concentration are observed 

using the orifice diameter of 1 mm as seen from Figures 5.3 and 5.4. For better visualization, 

these results are presented separately in Figures B-1 and B-2 in the Appendix B.  

The initial soot particles, under non-catalytic conditions, are detected at an axial distance 

of around 3.5 mm. Moving downstream towards the flame, an initial increase in particle size 

and concentration is observed, as seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. A two-phased increase in 

particle size is observed up to an axial distance of 6.5 mm with the shorter succeeding phase, 

observed from 5 mm to 6.5 mm, having a much smaller gradient as compared to the longer 

preceding phase. Beyond 5 mm, the particle size continues to demonstrate a much slower 

growth up to an axial distance of 6.5 mm, thereafter, a rapid decline is witnessed leading to 

almost complete combustion of particles under both orifice diameters. The increase in 

particle concentration is found to be linear up to an axial distance of 5.5 mm. After this, this 
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rapid initial rise is found to slow down and ultimately be reversed into a gradual decline, 

which becomes more profound after 7.5 mm.   

Under catalytic conditions, particles are detected at an upstream location as compared to 

that under non-catalytic conditions. An increase in the particle concentration and mean 

particle size is observed in the direction of the flame. The particle concentration at radial 

location of 0 mm under catalytic conditions exceeds that under non-catalytic conditions and 

reaches a maximum of 2.72 x 10
6
 /cm

3
 at a much upstream location of 5.3 mm. However, at 

locations closer to the flame between 6-7 mm, particle densities exhibit steeper decline and 

are lesser as compared to those under non-catalytic conditions. The impact of reduced 

particle concentration is also exhibited on the mean particle size whose peak value is 

significantly reduced under catalytic conditions to around 70 and 64 nm, respectively, at 

radial distance of 5 mm and 0 mm from the burner axis. The central tube injection of 

precursor restricts its spread radially especially at lower axial distances causing the catalytic 

particle concentration trend at radial distance of 5 mm to closely resemble that of non-

catalytic conditions from fuel port till axial location of 5 mm. Thereafter, the trend diverges 

and follows qualitatively the trend exhibited under catalytic conditions at radial distance of 0 

mm, although the reduction in the particle size is not as significant as that at radial distance 

of 0 mm. This reduced catalytic effect, at radial distance of 5 mm, is also manifested in the 

form of lower maximum particle concentration as well as reduced intensity for initial 

increase and later decline in the particle concentration, as compared to catalytic conditions.  

5.4.2 Particle size distribution 

5.4.2.1 Non-catalytic conditions 

Figure 5.5 highlights the particle size distribution in the collected sample over mono-

dispersed channels of specific diameters under non-catalytic conditions using the orifice 

diameter of 0.5 mm. The insets within Figure 5.5 magnify the concentrations of sub-100 nm 

particles, present in the sample. Under both radial locations, most of the particles are found to 

be of sub-150 nm size. A high concentration of particles (<10 nm) is observed at an axial 
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location of around 3.5-4 mm indicating the initiation of the soot inception process. At axial 

distances below 5 mm and between 7 mm and the flame location, the samples are found to be 

mainly dominated by sub-50 nm particles with only a smaller number of particles of larger 

diameters being present. With increasing axial distances towards the flame, a gradual shift of 

the particle size distribution towards large particle size (>200 nm) is observed along with an 

increasing prominence of the bimodal nature. The concentration of particles greater than 200 

nm is found to be less at the radial distance of 5 mm as compared to that at radial distance of 

0 mm, possibly due to stronger radial velocities moving heavier particles in the sample away 

from the probe. However, beyond an axial distance of 7 mm, there is a reverse shift towards 

lower particle size along with a decrease in the absolute particle concentration at each mono-

disperse channel and decline in bimodal nature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 highlights the particle size distribution among various mono-dispersed channels 

under non-catalytic conditions using the orifice diameter of 1 mm. The trend is similar to that 

observed using an orifice diameter of 0.5 mm in Figure 5.5. Up to an axial distance of around 

5 mm, the size distribution is primarily unimodal with the peak shifting towards higher 

particle size with increasing axial distance. Beyond this axial distance, there is a larger 

                                                                                    
          Figure 5.5: Particle concentration distribution with respect to particle diameter at  

          various axial positions under orifice diameter 0.5 mm under non-catalytic conditions 
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variation in the particle sizes in the sample and the distribution turns bimodal with large 

particles of around 200-300 nm also being detected. The bimodal distribution of particles 

between axial distances of 5 and 7 mm is centered at 80 nm and 250-300 nm, respectively as 

seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Further closer to the flame, the particle concentration across all 

particle sizes is greatly reduced and a unimodal distribution around 15-20 nm is observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.2.2 Catalytic conditions 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show the distribution of particle size among various mono-

dispersed channels in a precursor-laden flame as sampled using an orifice of 0.5 mm and 1 

mm, respectively. Particle inception is found to initiate at an upstream axial location of 2.5-3 

mm, as compared to non-catalytic conditions. Particles with diameter (<50 nm) are found to 

predominate in the sample up to an axial distance of 5 mm. An increase in particle 

concentrations, as well as a shift in the peaks towards larger diameters, is observed on 

moving away further downstream from the fuel burner to an axial distance of 7 mm. At 

regions between the axial distances of 5 to 7 mm, the bimodal distribution of particles is 

exhibited, which is centered around 50 nm and 300-350 nm, respectively. While the second 

                              

          Figure 5.6: Particle concentration distribution with respect to particle diameter at           

          various axial positions under orifice diameter 1 mm under non-catalytic conditions 
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Figure 5.7: Particle concentration distribution with respect to particle diameter at axial     

locations under orifice diameter 0.5 mm under catalytic conditions 

mode for the particle distribution is found to shift towards larger particle diameters, the 

particle concentration at those diameters remains considerably low. For both orifice 

diameters, there is a reverse shift of the peak towards smaller sized particles at locations very 

close to the flame, possibly due to disintegration of the large agglomerates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                  

Figure 5.8: Particle concentration distribution with respect to particle diameter at axial 

locations under orifice diameter 1 mm under catalytic conditions 
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  Overall, higher particle concentration is seen at the radial location of 0 mm than that at 5 

mm due to precursor injection at radial location of 0 mm. An increased particle concentration 

of larger sized particles (>200 nm) is observed in samples obtained using the 1 mm orifice. 

5.4.3 SEM analysis 

SEM/EDAX techniques are utilized to analyze the morphology of the particles and 

confirm the results achieved through SMPS analysis. The sampling is carried out for 15 

minutes, by means of 0.1μm pore size MILIPORE
© 

type VCTP filter paper, placed in the 

main line. It is washed by means of acetone and subjected to sonication for 1 hour to disperse 

the particles in the solution, as specified in Okyay et al. [159]. Thereafter, the solution is 

coated on a tape and subjected to SEM and EDAX analysis. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the 

SEM images of the samples under both non-catalytic and catalytic conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   Figure 5.9: SEM Images of samples collected under non-catalytic conditions at axial distance of      

    a) 4.2 mm; b) 4.8 mm; and under catalytic conditions at axial distance of c) 4.3 mm; d) 4.9 mm  
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   Figure 5.9: SEM Images of samples collected under non-catalytic conditions at axial distance of                      

   e) 5.9 mm; f) 6.28 mm; g) 7.4 mm and; under catalytic conditions at axial distance of                      

   h) 6.1 mm; i) 7.1 mm and; j) 8.3 mm 
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Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) showing images of non-catalytic samples at 4.2 and 4.8 mm, 

respectively, demonstrate cluster-like structures with each particle in the cluster being in the 

range of 10-30 nm. The small size of the individual particles indicates the dominance of 

particle inception at this stage of evolution. Samples from the axial distance of 6 mm (Figure 

5.9 (e)) are found to be comprised of bigger agglomerates of approximate size 50-80 nm. The 

transformation of smaller aggregates, in Figures 5.9 (a) and (b), into larger well-defined 

agglomerates at downstream locations (Figure 5.9 (e)) highlights the occurrence of 

agglomeration along with extensive surface growth. Close to 6.3 mm in Figure 5.9 (f), the 

large sized aggregates seen in upstream location are found to start unraveling with many 

smaller size particles also visible.  At regions further downstream and closer to the flame at 

around 7.5 mm (Figure 5.9(g)), the particle size is greatly reduced, likely, as a result of 

enhanced presence of oxygen and higher temperatures, since the relatively thinner carbon 

linkages, which bound different particles into a single aggregate, get oxidized.   

At axial locations of 4.3 mm under catalytic conditions, smaller particles of size less than 

30 nm are found to predominate as shown in Figure 5.9(c) which are not much different from 

those seen in the case of non-catalytic samples obtained at approximately similar axial 

heights. At an axial distance of approximately 5 mm, two distinct particle structures are 

observed in Figure 5.9(d): one exhibiting a dendritic structure with an indistinct outline; 

while the other comprising of well-defined particles. The size distribution is tilted towards 

smaller sized particles with the maximum particle size being close to 60-70 nm. Further 

downstream at axial distances of approximately 6 mm and 7 mm as shown in Figures 5.9(h) 

and 5.9(i), particles having a well-defined outline are observed with a strong degree of 

agglomeration among themselves. It is important to note that the degree of agglomeration is 

comparatively stronger in Figure 5.9(h), since enhanced oxidation leads to loosening of 

linkages that bind large aggregates as seen in Figure 5.9(i). In these two figures, the particle 

size is found to be distributed over a wider range with some bigger aggregates reaching a size 

of 200 nm. It is important to note the absence of dendritic structure here, which was visible at 

the earlier upstream location. Closer to the flame at approximately 8 mm in Figure 5.9(j), a 
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large concentration of relatively small sized particles, arranged in long chains, is observed 

with their size being around 20 nm. The increasing presence of iron can be attributed to more 

gas phase iron being incepted on moving closer to the flame. 

5.5 Discussion 

The use of two different orifice sizes for measuring different parameters enables us to 

compare the results to determine possible particle loss due to aggregation in the steel tubing. 

Using equation (5.8) to estimate the degree of coagulation, it was observed that the degree of 

coagulation does not exceed 1% under both catalytic and non-catalytic conditions. The low 

degree of coagulation can be attributed to the relatively low particle concentration due to low 

sooting propensity of methane and significant degree of dilution. The experimental results 

vindicates the theoretical results as results from both the orifices are much in agreement 

although the results detected at orifice size of 1 mm demonstrate higher mean particle size 

along with lower particle concentration, as compared to that under 0.5 mm in Figures 5.3 and 

5.4, as well as from Figures B-1 and B-2 in Appendix B. This is most likely due to 

coagulation among particles in samples having higher particle concentration. In case of 

measurements using different orifice sizes, more variation in results is witnessed under the 

catalytic conditions than that under non-catalytic conditions. This indicates other factors like 

partial clogging of orifice, other than coagulation, to be also at play.  

The temperature distributions, under catalytic and non-catalytic conditions, are depicted in 

Section 3.4 in Chapter 3. Also, the measured particle parameters can be related to the 

detected gaseous species from Section 3.4 in Chapter 3 to understand the underlying 

processes. The laminar, diffusion, counterflow flame has a unique structure in which two 

opposing, high flow-rate streams of fuel and oxidizer, meet at a stagnant plane, close to the 

mid-plane of the two burner inlets. This causes the fuel stream entering from the fuel port to 

be gradually heated as it moves towards the stagnation plane. This results in combustion and 

the resulting high temperature is restricted spatially to a small region close to the mid-plane. 

Methane is found to react over a large axial region extending from the fuel port to an axial 
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distance of 8 mm in the case of non-catalytic conditions and 6 mm under catalytic conditions 

as seen in Section 3.4.1 in Chapter 3 as well as in [160]. Also, the presence of the key soot 

precursor species, C2H2, is also found to extend from an axial location of 4 mm up to the 

flame under non-catalytic conditions.  This ensures the presence of significant amounts of 

methane even after the initial soot particles are formed and demonstrates that the soot particle 

inception process occurs concurrently with soot agglomeration and particle growth. This has 

also been highlighted in the works of Frenklach et al. [161] [162], in which they attributed 

the spheroid shape of the primary particles to rapid surface growth happening simultaneously 

with intense particle nucleation. 

 Under non-catalytic conditions, as the fuel from the fuel inlet port gets heated some of it 

decomposes to form C2H2 [163] [160], an established soot precursor, under the fuel rich 

conditions and thereby initiates the soot formation as described in Section 2.2.2. The 

different trends of mean particle size, concentration and distribution at both radial locations 

in non-catalytic cases highlight the distinct regions where soot inception, particle 

agglomeration and surface growth process dominate as well as their transition from one 

dominant regime to another. The soot inception process is initiated around axial distance of 4 

mm, at temperatures close to 400 
o
C, as confirmed from the presence of small sized particles 

(<15 nm) from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and is responsible for the increase in particle 

concentration upto an axial location of 5 mm with temperature being 650
 o

C. While the soot 

inception temperature is found to be lower than the generally accepted temperature, several 

latest studies [164] have reported the formation of C6H6 structures at around 480
 o

C at 

equivalence ratio of ϕ=3.0. In the present counterflow structure, the equivalence ratios are 

much higher at the same temperatures leading to greater interaction among the soot precursor 

species which could have, ultimately, resulted in an earlier inception of soot particles. The 

soot inception process dominates the, concurrently occurring, soot agglomeration process 

resulting in an increase in particle concentration despite an increase in mean particle size in 

the downstream direction upto an axial distance of 5 mm, as seen from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 
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under non-catalytic conditions. The SEM image in Figure 5.9(a) agrees with the estimated 

mean particle size.  

The agglomeration process gains prominence beyond 5 mm which is demonstrated through 

the increase in particle size gradient in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. This is also supported by the 

sudden shift of the particle concentration distribution trends, in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, between 

4.5 to 5.5 mm, where the temperature ranges from 420
 o

C to 770 
o
C, respectively. This shift 

from around 20-30 nm towards higher diameters close to 50-60 nm, in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, is 

also verified through the SEM image in Figure 5.9(b). The occurrence of surface growth is 

observed, in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, in the region between axial distances of 5.5 mm to 6.5 mm, 

where the temperature ranges from 770
 o

C to 989 
o
C. This region exhibits relatively invariant 

particle concentration, while there is a corresponding increase in particle size. Particle 

surface growth can also be visualized by the gradual shift of the peaks between axial 

distances of approximately 5.5 mm to 6.5 mm while being spread over the same range of 

particle size, as seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. This is also confirmed from Figure 5.9(e), where 

the surface growth is causing the boundaries of individual particles in the aggregate to be 

more indistinct. Contrasting this gradual particle diameter growth in the surface growth 

regime with the sudden and abrupt increase in the mean particle size close to the fuel port 

helps in understanding the role of surface growth against that of agglomeration. Beyond 6.5 

mm corresponding to temperature of 989
o 

C, the particle size is found to greatly decline as a 

result of their rapid oxidation.  

Under catalytic conditions, it is important to account for the uneven radial spread of 

precursor from the concentric central tube on the fuel port side. The spread of the injected 

precursor is restricted closer to the axis near the fuel port but spreads to a greater radial 

distance at locations closer to the flame. The gas-phase iron pentacarbonyl precursor also 

undergoes heating in the flame leading to its decomposition into gas phase iron atoms, some 

of which forms clusters among themselves, while others react with available species to form 

other iron oxides and hydroxides. Beyond a certain size, these gas phase species would 

crystallize into incipient particles. From Figure 4.7 in Chapter 4, the presence of gas phase 
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iron as well as iron oxides is verified at a distance as close as 2.5 mm from the fuel burner, 

which coincides with the detection of particles at an upstream location under catalytic 

conditions as seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. This results in the possibility of having a mixture of 

both carbon and iron in the synthesized particles downstream of 2.5 mm under catalytic 

conditions. While the overall particle concentration at radial distance of 0 mm, under 

catalytic conditions, is found to be much higher than that under non-catalytic conditions 

below an axial distance of 5 mm where temperature is 650 
o
C, it remains difficult to discern 

the individual contribution of soot and iron oxide particles. However, taking into 

consideration the results from Chapter 3, which demonstrated that the gas phase iron species 

formation occurs simultaneously along with the soot inception process and interferes with it 

leading to a lesser production of soot [160] through scavenging of radicals, it is quite likely 

that propagation radical scavenging by gas phase precursor might reduce soot inception. 

Thus, it can be reasonably deduced that the enhanced particle inception is primarily because 

of iron oxide particles with soot inception being significantly reduced.  [96].         

The inception process is found to intensify further downstream as a result of increasing 

temperature as seen from the increased concentration of small sized particles (<20 nm) 

detected up to axial distance 5 mm corresponding to a temperature of 780 
o
C, as shown in 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The agglomeration process occurs concurrently with the inception 

process upto an axial distance of 5-6 mm, which corresponds to the temperature range of 780 

o
C – 950 

o
C. This is illustrated by the increase in both the particle size and concentration seen 

in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 as well as through the presence of small sized particles detected along 

with medium sized particles at axial locations within the specified region in Figures 5.7 and 

5.8. The presence of two distinct particle structures in Figure 5.9(d) highlights the presence 

of both soot and iron/iron oxide particles. The dendritic structure having smaller size than the 

other structure is identified to be that of iron oxide on account of its presence at locations 

close to the flame in Figure 5.9(j), where most of the soot is expected to be oxidized and 

from deposited particles on the burner surface shown in Figure B-3 in Appendix B. Surface 

growth, characterized by an invariant particle concentration and gradual increase in particle 
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size, is witnessed from axial distances 5 mm to 7 mm, corresponding to the temperature 

range of 785 
o
 C to 1020 

o
C,  similar to the non-catalytic case as seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 

A significant concentration of particles with size ranging from 30-40 nm is still detected near 

and at the flame location under catalytic conditions while these parameters are greatly 

reduced in that region under non-catalytic conditions. This residual particle size and 

concentration verifies the presence of non-carbon particles (later identified as Fe2O3 

particles) which are not affected by high temperatures any further while the soot particles 

formed under non-catalytic conditions are mostly oxidized. The detection of dendritic 

structure at an axial location of around 5 mm under catalytic conditions as shown in Figure 

5.9(d), followed by its absence in the SEM images of samples obtained at downstream 

locations (Figures 5.9 (h) and 5.9 (i)) and reemergence at location close to flame (Figure 

5.9(j)) indicate more effective surface contact between the soot and iron oxide particles 

which in some cases might lead to the possibility of iron particles being completely 

encapsulated by carbon. This leads to an enhanced soot oxidation by the iron (Fe)-rich nuclei 

dispersed among the soot particles under fuel rich conditions in the primary flame region and 

by the iron oxides (Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) under fuel lean conditions [95] [96]. This considerably 

slows down the soot growth process and accelerates soot oxidation, leading to reduced 

particle size as compared to the non-catalytic case, as seen from Figures 5.3-5.8.    

5.6 Uncertainty in experimental analysis 

The key sources of error in this study are: i) the perturbation of the flame due to the 

insertion of sampling tube; ii) the degree of coagulation among particles; iii) wall losses in 

the sampling tube from the burner to the SMPS; iv) inherent limitations associated with the 

FCE and the DMA systems of the SMPS; v) errors in temperature measurement due to 

deposition of iron particles on the thermocouple and; vi) possible errors in determining 

dilution ratio. 

 The structure of the counterflow flame is characterized by its confinement within a very 

small region between the two burners, resulting in reduced occurrences of the sampling tube 
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disturbing the planar nature of the flame. This, significantly, reduces the perturbation impact 

of the sampling tube. In order to minimize the actual insertion of the sampling tube into the 

flame, the tube is rotated so that the orifice faces the flame at locations closer to the flame. 

While the degree of coagulation is accounted for in this study, the wall losses still remain 

unaccounted although the significant dilution ratio is expected to ensure the entrainment of 

the sampled particles. FCE, as claimed by the supplier, is very accurate and can detect 

particles upto the size of 0.8 nm but the medium-sized DMA has a lower limit of 8 nm. This 

would lead to the smaller particles being also accounted under the 8 nm channel.    

5.7 Summary  

Particle sampling from an iron pentacarbonyl seeded methane diffusion counterflow flame 

is carried out by means of different sizes of orifices and part of the collected sample is 

diverted to the SMPS device after adequate dilution with nitrogen. The counterflow 

configuration is ideal for diagnostics for particles as it is capable of producing a stable, planar 

and two-dimensional diffusion flame front [109] and can provide flexibility in adjusting 

temperature and concentration gradient. From the results of geometric mean particle size and 

number concentration, different dominant phases in particle evolution are identified at 

different axial locations. An increase in the particle inception is observed under catalytic 

conditions; however, the impact of precursor on soot inception cannot be conclusively 

predicted, since the individual inception of soot and iron oxide particles, respectively, cannot 

be discerned. However, accelerated soot oxidation during the soot growth phase offsets the 

increase in particle size, leading to a faster decline in particle concentration under catalytic 

conditions and lower mean particle sizes. The results also hint at the possible presence of 

carbon encapsulated iron nanoparticles under catalytic conditions between axial locations 6-7 

mm, exhibiting temperatures ranging from 1200-1300 K. The soot particle is mainly oxidized 

at the flame but there remains a significant concentration of small sized particles(<20 nm) , 

being primarily Fe2O3, at the flame under catalytic conditions.  
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Chapter 6 

 

____________________________________________ 

 Conclusions and Future Work 

____________________________________________ 

6.1 Conclusions 

  The key contribution of the present work is the exploration of emission reduction potential 

of Fe(CO)5, as a precursor, on combustion products using an experimental methodology that 

provides much higher spatial resolution for species and temperature measurement in a more 

controlled environment by means of a counterflow flame with methane as the primary fuel of 

interest, although ethanol is also used. The present work has analyzed the impact of Fe(CO)5 

precursor on gaseous pollutants like CO, NO as well as on soot particles from a counterflow 

methane diffusion flame through experimental study while also developing numerical model 

to study the underlying mechanisms and minor species, primarily that of iron. Experimental 

infrastructure and methodology are developed to capture the impact of precursor at different 

stages of the methane combustion process.  

  The results of the present study demonstrate the potency of iron pentacarbonyl in slowing 

the: i) particle inception phase by scavenging the reaction propagation radicals and thereby 

weakening the HACA mechanism for soot formation and; ii) the particle growth phase 

through enhanced soot oxidation by the iron (Fe)-rich nuclei dispersed among the soot 
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particles under fuel rich conditions in the primary flame region and by the iron oxides (Fe2O3 

and Fe3O4) particles under fuel lean conditions. While the catalytic activity of iron oxide 

(Fe2O3) particles is amply documented, the present research has tried to bridge the gap in the 

literature about the process of precursor initiated particle evolution in the flame and its 

impact on emission reduction. The results demonstrate various regimes of particle growth at 

various axial locations. Addition of iron pentacarbonyl leads to enhanced production of 

relatively much small sized iron oxide particles as compared to the bigger soot particles, 

which would enhance the contact surface between soot and catalyst species and thereby 

enhance the catalytic oxidation of soot.    

   A detailed iron reaction mechanism is incorporated into the numerical model of the 

counterflow burners, with the boundary conditions being derived from the operating 

parameters from the experimental study, to analyze the role of iron species in reducing the 

emissions from the flame. The interaction between the methane combustion chemistry and 

the key gas phase iron species (FeO, FeO2, FeOH and Fe(OH)2) is explored spatially at 

different temperatures. While increasing the precursor concentration enables enhanced 

radical scavenging, higher temperatures as a result of higher hydrocarbon fuel fractions could 

offset the impact of radical scavenging process on account of the enhanced radical 

production.  

6.2 Recommendations for future work 

Future studies focusing on the behavior of iron pentacarbonyl in emission reduction at 

various pressures, representative of real-time conditions in various combustors like engines 

as well as in the exhaust system in automobiles, need to be studied. Different pressures can 

significantly impact the reaction rates of key pathways in the mechanism governing the iron 

species, the methane combustion mechanism and their interaction. Another possible area of 

exploration could be the use of iron pentacarbonyl under higher hydrocarbons like isooctane, 

heptane or a blend of them, representing existing fuels, under realistic operating conditions 

would provide more information about the emission reduction potential. 
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Metals, on account of their high energy density, are already being used as propellants, 

additives and explored as potential fuels [165]. While previous attempts to introduce metals 

to flames have also involved the injection of metal particles and metal dust directly to the 

flame, these approaches have not been as successful due to logistical issues related to their 

scaling up to industrial standards as well as safety concerns. Injection of metal precursors, 

either in liquid or vapor state, to the flame is an existing technique being currently utilized 

for industrial-scale production of metal/metal oxide catalyst particles [152]; however, 

analyzing this process as an energy source through metal combustion deserves merit and 

needs more fundamental investigation.  

Though the present work could not identify the percentage of soot particles among the 

enhanced particle concentration detected under catalytic conditions, it clearly demonstrated 

the slowing of particle size growth followed by its reversal under catalytic conditions due to 

the smaller catalytic role played iron/iron oxide nuclei embedded among soot particles. A 

potential area for research could be the exploration of the impact of iron precursor injection 

after soot particle inception has occurred. In practical terms, this could mean analyzing the 

impact of iron precursor injection between the cylinder exhaust and the diesel particulate 

filter.   

   The mechanism of surface chemistry of metal catalysts is still an active area for research 

and since iron remains a relatively benign and abundantly available metal, identifying and 

presenting its detailed mechanism for surface chemistry still remains a challenge.  

Incorporating the heterogeneous catalytic mechanism occurring on the surface of iron oxide 

(Fe2O3) into the existing numerical model accounting for just the gas phase reactions will be 

a major step towards accurate prediction of emission reduction.   
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Appendix A 

A. Numerical Modeling of the iron pentacarbonyl assisted counterflow methane 

diffusion flame 

Mesh independence testing results are shown in Figure A-1. The mesh size is gradually 

decreased from Mesh A till Mesh D till the point where the change is result is insignificant 

with respect to the computation time. The details of meshes A-D are given in Table A-1. 

Mesh D, with the size of 2.645 x 10
-4

 m
2
 along with 7147 cells, 7600 nodes and 14741 faces 

is incorporated in the developed model for prediction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 
                 

                               Figure A-1: Mesh independence details 

 

           Table A-1: Description of various meshing parameters 

 Cells Faces Nodes Minimum face area 

(m
2
) 

Mesh A 5352 10232 6432 3.1 x 10
-4 

Mesh B 6102 12195 6884 2.89 x 10
-4 

Mesh C 6839 13364 7293 2.73 x 10
-4 

Mesh D 7147 14741 7600 2.65 x 10
-4 
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Figure A-2 depicts the location of the stagnation plane under the non-catalytic and catalytic 

conditions as calculated from the numerical modeling results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parts (a)-(d) of Figure A-3 depict net reaction rates of key reactions contributing to evolution 

of C2H2, C2H2 and C2H6 and CO species under various methane fractions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

   Figure A-3 (a): Reaction rates of key individual reactions affecting C2H2 

                        

Figure A-2: Location of stagnation planes under non-catalytic and catalytic conditions  
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                 Figure A-3(b): Reaction rates of key individual reactions affecting C2H4 

               

                Figure A-3(c): Reaction rates of key individual reactions affecting C2H6 
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              Figure A-3 (d): Reaction rates of key individual reactions affecting CO 
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Appendix B 

 

1. Comparison of non-catalytic particle size and concentration using orifice diameters 

of 0.1 mm and 1 mm  

At both radial locations, the particle concentration at orifice size of 0.5 mm is higher than 

that seen at the orifice size 1 mm between axial distances of 3-5 mm from fuel port. This is 

due to the fact that the concentric tube used solely for precursor injection lies at the centre 

(radial distance 0 mm) of the fuel port and no methane in injected through that tube during 

experimentation. Beyond that the difference between the values from the two different orifice 

sizes, shown in Figures B-1 and B-2, is not much significant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

Figure B-1: Total particle concentration and geometric mean particle size at radial 

location of 0 mm under different orifice sizes 
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Figure B-2: Total particle concentration and geometric mean particle size at radial 

location of 5 mm under different orifice sizes 
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2. Particle sampling from iron pentacarbonyl assisted counterflow methane diffusion 

flame 

Figure B-3 shows the SEM and EDAX images of the sample collected from the burner 

surface under catalytic conditions. Under the counterflow configuration, the highest radial 

velocity is located at the stagnant plane location as shown in Figure A-2 which is also close 

to the flame location. This causes most of the carbon content in the sample to get oxidized as 

seen from the elemental mapping results from EDAX in Figure B-3(b) which indicate the 

presence of unburnt carbon to an extent of only 10% of the whole sample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Figure B-3: (a) SEM images and; (b) EDAX signal of the collected particle sample 


